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ECONOMIC HANDICAPS OF NEGRO ""ORKERH DUE TO RACE PREJUDICE
I. Introduction
It is the purpose of this Thesis to show how
Negro workers have been economically handicapped because
of race prejudice.
To avoid unnecessary overlapping in treatment,
the writer has divided the proposition into five chapters.
Chapter I, the Introduction, gives only a brief statement
of the proposition and further indicates in general out-
line what follows in the four remaining chapters.
So far as possible, Chapter II takes for its
task the definition of terms and pointing out other fac-
tors contributing to the problem. For example, pains have
been taken to point out and discuss briefly some of the
underlying causes of race hatred, showing to some degree
both strength and weaknesses.
In Chapter III, the main problem, great empha-
sis has been placed upon those fundamental factors which
have been in the past, and still are, the serious ob-
stacles which block the way to the full economic progress
of the Negro
.
Chapter IV concisely enumerates and evaluates,
to some extent, several of the past popular proposals and
remedies; and the final Chapter V undertakes some practi-
1
2cnl suff-estious , which aro RonarentlY- workHb^ o solutions
fpr the Kagra problem.
While the Negro problem extends far beyond the
borders of this country, It seems Wise to Unit the eoops
or Lnin treatment to thcr bounriar.lo.-i of the ttfctltefl1 Sftatea.
That is bocause the [iroblen
,
as it is looked noon £h our
Land , is believed to take on an entiraly different aspect
in other localities, and, therefore , the programs and
po3 icies that night be workable in this country nay prove
L, nany ways unusable in a distant land.
As to treatment of the subject, so far its pos-
sible it fill bo ntrictly objective . Trie naterlal, there-
fore # has boon gathered fro:; i wide ran^e of bot 1 i Jfagre
and white authors stating in none oases their cor.c3.us.ionB.
A large mas a Of tabulated statistics lias boon especially
avoided ix-.caupe of the atialeadlng content, The facts of
the pr obi. en are sot f ortV in 8triple and bold Outline as
they have e lway har.norod the general econorie life of
the Negro.
Though in irutb the pre*blew Kae aS!#*ye existed
in this country, it hu->? Only been recently that efforts
h:-^e beer undertaken, to any extent, to solve it. Recon-
1 r\£ more and more acute with the passing years , it is at
the present tine one of the leading tonior of the day.
The lack of understanding, ignorance and the absence of

3goodwill tend to BMMfC U»a problem :nore Ceaple* . On the
side of the Hegro* anu because he is a Isegro, the weight
of the problea seems t»o strike hi: . *"hat j.ust Vh4
Ne^ro do as a way out? Shift 1] he re« r rl to physical fore 9?
T" every thoughtful and self-respected Fegrc
these questions have bee a thoroughly answered , From his*
tory and 5xperisr.ee he has learned t'-r t such measures are
cf little evall. The -rany-sided controversies Involved in
the problem to the intelligent Ke^ro can not, be adequately
solved by violence or a nt for— of drastic neaRure , but
through the continual and persistent educational processes
<;r.c
! goodwill of each race for the othor.
II. Race Prejudice
1. Definition
It wae suggested ir Chapter I that race prejudice
ie an aged -old proMer.', hot the rapid deTelepeient of the
industrial situation in recent years her pad a 5 1 rore
ecute. Whet evidence is there of the existence of natural
racial or blologloftl antagonisms^ If by racial art' monisms
mear '• physical repulsion and unwillingness to met©/ then
the evidence is far fron conclusive. It Is probable that
Instances of erotuej attraction are more prevalent where
types do not very too greatly. It is definitely known

that the Mediterranean races marry freely with the African
races, and where Orientals, North Europeans and Negroes
live in close proximity, the proportion of ohildren of
mixed blood is constant. The Israelite prophets developed
a high race consciousness, but were not prejudiced.
Race prejudice develops out of difference of
color, habits, social customs and conventions. Speer de-
fines it as "Loving one's own race at the expense of other
races; it is the conceit one has of one's own race accom-
panied by contempt or hatred of or indifference to the in-
1
terests of other races . Moreover, prejudice is de-
fined in the new dictionary of the English language as "a
prejudgment without due examination".
2. Causes of Race Prejudice
Some of the general oauses of race prejudice
have been given as follows:
(a) Resentment of Difference.
(b) Master Slave Psychology.
(c) Superiority.
(d) Political Causes.
(e) Economio Causes.
(f) Differences in Temperament.
1 R. E. Speer- "Race and Race Relations", pp. 284

5(g) Differences in Civilization.
(h) Differences in Customs and Traditions,
Conventions, etc.
(a) Resentment of Difference
There has been much discussion of the question
as to whether different races show a natural resentment for
each other on the basis of color. But from various studies
and observations of both young children and animals, the
fact is well established that racial antipathy is not pri-
marily an inherent quality. Members of different races
may show the keenest interest in each other, engaging in
play work and other forms of social activities in one lo-
cality, and immediately upon being placed in a different
environment show the utmost signs of racial hatred. In
many cases it is the prevailing sentiment and social back-
ground created by the surroundings that account for the
resentment of races,
Oldham gives a striking example of this when he
says that "a freshman coming to an English university, for
the first few days his behavior to Indian fellow undergrad-
uates is exactly the same as to any other groups, but in a
short time he is informed that his attitude is contrary to
the prevailing customs; his friendly attitude is then
changed, and racial attitude becomes from now on a fixsd

habit". He shows further that "Those who believe in
a natural racial antipathy hold that in this case the in-
stinct is latent or subconscious, and expresses itself when
the appropriate occasion calls it forth, but if there is an
instinctive antipathy based on colour, it ought to show it-
self in the first contact with persons of a different color.
The fact that it does not is fairly strong proof that the
oauses of racial hatred must be sought elsewhere than in
2
purely physical difference".
It is not denied, however, that individuals do of-
ten show instinctive signs of shunning when faced by unfa-
miliar features or colour, but this may also be true with
individuals of the same race showing peculiar physical char-
acteristics. Young children often show signs of shrinking
from the sight of a baldheaded man or may offer resentment
to a man wearing glasses.
Benjamin Kidd through many years of experience
and experiments with young animals holds that there is
nothing in their behavior to warrant the belief of an in-
born antipathy. In his experience with young wild hares
and rabbits he found that they showed no indications of in-
stinctive fears of either dogs or cats, but became very
1 J. H. Oldham- "Christianity ft The Race Problem", pp. 34-
35.
2 Ibid.
-
I=T=
friendly and playful in the beginning to specially trained
cats to which they were introduced as if they all belonged
3
to the same species. Another experience of Ben-
jamin Kidd is related by Oldham. He says that Mr. Kidd
came upon a nest of wild ducks from which the mother flew
away. He stood at length observing the young birds and
found that they exhibited not even the slightest fear of
him nesting from time to time on his feet and looking up
to him as a "natural guardian". Uoon the return of the
mother, the young rushed to her call. She was in great
emotional excitement with every feather quivering, for the
great terror of man was upon her. The group was observed
later. The mother flew away with a series of loud warning
quacks. The little ones scattered to cover in terror.
With great difficulty one was found hiding, now a wild
4
transformed creature.
From such experiences the authors concluded that
racial antipathy is not an innate characteristic, but it
is to a great extent developed through social environment.
Speer in his book "Race and Race Relations"
gives a statement from the lips of a Jewish mother riding
on a railroad train who yelled out to her three year old
3 "The Science of Power" by Benjamin Kidd, pp. 287.
4 Oldham- "Christianity and the Race Problem", pp. 32.

8son, "Com© here at once or a 'nigger' will size you". Such
expressions may often become the beginning of race hatred
in children.
(b) Master Slave Psychology
The idea that the Negro was once a slave and sub-
servient to the will of his Master has been listed as one
of the deep rooted causes of racial hatred. The South with
the policy of "keep the Negro in his place" furnishes a
striking example, ^hat could this statement mean when
rightfully translated but that the Negro status is still to
be regarded as it Wc*s in the days of Blavery. To the
minds of many, Dubois is virtually right when he infers that
the master slave idea accounts largely for much of the
present race prejudice. It is to be admitted that much hfcs
been done by philanthropists to help the Negro to adequate-
ly adjust himself to his economic and social problems, but
in the South particularly the smoke of slavery has not en-
tirely cleared away. Not only have Negroes themselves
resented this situation, but • large number of White8 also.
The old Negro feeling of dependence of self upon master is
gradually dying out, and on the other hand the notion of
parental care is rapidly fading in the white race.
First and foremost, the Southern nan is interested
in raising the economic value of the Negro. To do this,va-
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rious means have been adopted to train the Negro in things
of practical usefulness. In the North the Negro problem is
not primarily an economic problem. The aim of many, if not
most, of those living outside of the South, who take an ac-
tive interest in the Negro, is to secure for him fuller
political rights and wider social opportunities, believing
that as restrictions are removed, the Negro s position will
improve in every respect and he wil] ultimately take his
place side by side with the Whites on an equal footing and
possessing an identical cultural equipment.
t
(c) Superiority
Many students of the race problem still hold to
the superiority of races in spite of facts presented by
modern science. It i? true enough that every race feels
to some degree superior to other races, just as the rich
feel certain privileges over the poor. But fundamentally,
when applied to normal human beings, scientific research
fails to justify this conclusion.
Boas makes this significant observation: "Khen
we turn our attention to the Negro problem as it presents
itself in the United States, we must remember our previous
1 See "The Psychological Factor in Southern Raoe Problems 1*-
Popular Science Monthly, Oct. 1913, pp. 368-374.
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considerations, in which we found that no proof of an in-
feriority of the Negro type could be given, except that it
.
seems possible that perhaps the race would not produce
quite so many men of highest genius as other races, while
there was nothing at all that could be interpreted as sug-
gesting any mental difference in the nental capacity of the
bulk of the Negro population as compared to the bulk of the
White population". 1
To the contrary Popenoo and Johnson in their dis-
cussion of the "Color Line" hold thai the "Negro lacks in
his germ-plasm excellence of some qualities which the White
races possess and which are essential in competition with
the civilization of the White races at th« present day".
In short, they maintain that not only is the Negro
different, but eugenically inferior, and ^vhen placed under
most favorable conditions could not measure up to the stand-
ard of the, White race. James Bard in holding a similar view
cays, "The Negroes Will continue to progress, undoubtedly.
But they will progress along the lines laid down by their
evolutionary history. They will take our cultural element
and make them part of themselves; but they will modify these
elements according to their nature, and when they have as-
1 Franz Boas- "The :'ind of Primitive Man", pp. 268.
2 Popenoe and Johnson- "Applied Eugenics", Ch. XIV.
-
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similated then, they will be our cultural elements no longer,
but will be profoundly and permanently modified. The two
races will continue to develop side by side, but the devol-
3
o praent can never be parallel .
Facts revealed by recent sciontific studies seen
to render the above conclusions very much inadequate ard
unreliable. Though psychologist f have not altogether agreed
on racial intelligence, recent reports from .intelligence
tests given to Negroes and Whites reveal some very signifi-
cant facts. A marked and important phase of this work is
the gradual disappearance of the idea that intelligence
tests are perfect indices uninfluenced by education and
training. There are cases still of tie old idea, but USTlftlli
1
r
3
from those who have not kept pace with recent trends. Re-
sults from intelligence tests during the '"orld "ai1 showed
that ITegro recruits from the Forth were markedly superior,
and those from Ohio, New York and Illinois ranked higher
than Whites from six Southern States . More recent ntudies
show similar results. Northern and Western Negro children
ranked about ten points -<bove Southern Negro children in
the intelligence quotient. I'ost interesting of all, how-
ever, are the results reported by Peterson and. Lanier in
their interesting and important book, "Studies in the Com-
3 J. Bardin- "Popular Science Monthly", Oot. 1913, pp. 374|m
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parative Abilities of Thites and Negroes". Several psycho-
logical tests were given to twelve year old ™hite and Negro
boys in Nashville, Chicago, and New York, and the results
showod a narked superiority of Whites over Negroes in Nash-
ville, some superiority in Chicago, and no superiority
whatever in Nov; York City. Not only aro Now York boys far
ahead of Nashville boys, hut they compare equally with the
Whites, 4
?ho conclusions reached from these studies are
that intelligence is greatly enhanced by education, envi-
ronment and training, and that the difference of the two
group! will gradually disappear as- conditions approach
equality. *
(d) Political Causes
Conflicts are likely to arise when one race or
nation seeks to dominate and control another. The recont
nomination of Judge Parker of North Carolina by President
Hoover to fill a vacancy on the Supreme Court bench brought
on one of the bitterest political conflicts In all America's
history. The controversy originated from the opposition of
4 "Opportunity", Dec. 1931, pp. 36C-7.
# See Charles Lesley- "Negro Labor in the United States"
for similar conclusions, pp. 39-41.
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Hegro leaders and politicians against the confirmation of
Judge Parker, because of his ideas set forth in a speech
relative to Negroer? and Negro rights. Negro leader I And
many Fhites who faced Judge Parker' t views not only of ne-
groes, but of humanity at large, believed that lie was unfit
to sit upon the Ration's highest tribunfl. A Clipping from
the Greensboro Dally News sent to the K.A.A.C.P. quoted the
following fror. Judge Parker's speech:
The Republican party in North Carolina has accepted
the amendment in the spirit in which it was passed
and the Negro has r: o accepted it. I heve attended
every State Convention since 1908 and I have never
seen a Negro delegate in any Convention that I at-
tended. The Negro as a class does not desire to
enter politics. The Republican Party of North
Carolina does not desire hira to do so. ~e recog-
nize the fact that he has not yet renched the
stage in his development when he can share the
burdens and responsibilities of Government. This
being true, ard every intelligent man in North
Carolina knows that it is true, the attempt of
certain petty Democratic politicians to inject the
race issue jnto every campaign is most reprehensi-
ble. I say it deliberately, there is no more dan-
gerous or contemptible enemy of the State than men
who for personal or political advantage will at-
tempt to kindle the flame of racial prejudice or
hatred.... the participation of the Negro in poli-
tics is a source of evil and danger to both races
and is not desired by the wise men in either race
or by the Republican party of North Carolina. «
« Additional discussion of this point is offered by
J. H. Oldham- "Christianity and the Race Problem",
pp. 38.
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(e) Economic Causes
Passing mention will only be given here of the
role which the economic factor plays in racial, antagonisms.
This phase will, however, be treated more extensively in a
later section of this renort . A survey for 1931 of several
states made by the National Urban League revealed some very
interesting facts. In New York City a grave situation e x-
i?ts with approximately 25,000 unemployed Negroes in Harlem.
An increase of 300 percent of appeals for relief by colored
families is reported by social agencies. In February Ne-
groes were laid off in a number of plants and in some in-
stances to be supplanted immediately by -hite workers.
Janitor jobs totaling 600 in number, formerly held by Ne-
groes, have been vacated. One concern laid off 12 colored
porters to be replaced by white men. Similar conditions
are reported for Rochester, Syracuse, and Buffalo. There
has been a great deoline in domestic work for members of
the race. In this field openings are few, and jobs which
formerly paid from $12 to $15 per week have made cats to %'t
and $10. Negro workers have been excluded in the rMan-A-
Block" plan, which provides a minimum of $15.00 per week--
the amount being raised in the block by eontribuoions from
people in the residential sections for the removal of snow
-
15
and other wastes. *
In times past there were traditional Negro jobs,
but at the present occupation* once considered only fit for
Dlack raen are bein^r conrreted for by an increasing number of
Whites. On the other hand tnere are traditional jobs for
White Tien, and no natter What training, skill 01 expor ie.nco
a Negro nay acquire there are occupations which are cloned
to him for the sake of his color only. The IfogPtf pfay move
from nlace to place to find jobs of lesser or higher degree,
but does not enjoy the sane privileges of promotion to jobs
1higher in the soale.
Under the present distressing economic conditions
the restlessness anpears to bo universal, but it is also
true that Negroes have been deprived of jobs to which they
will doubtless return when the deoression is over, and that
the new jobs available for Negroes in public works are far
out of proportion to their needs.
(f ) Difference ir Temperament
Friction may also arise when two groups meet,
each having been brought up under different influences and
* The Report of the National Urban League, Mar«h 1931, shows
the above and further depressing economic conditions among
Negroes in several states.
1 Race Relation Number Federation of Churches, March 21,1931
PP . *
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with different educational background s . In highly self-
conscious groups there is a grave danger of overemphasizing
the encroachment upon personal rights. The Negro race par-
ticularly has cone up through several generf-tions of un-
pleasant experiences to which he hut bocorie keenly conscious.
Segregations, injustices on every hand, false accusations
and demoralizing names as "nigger" are 3 ikely to create bit-
ter racial arrogance. *
Maynee in his book, "The Trend of the r.aces" says,
th*t the tfc races have been drawing ftp*Ft cleavrge from
the IrftAlt to the grave. Separate neighborhoods la cities
and impersorf 1 relations on large plantations and in large
industrial operations where both races are erployed are only
the larger outlines of a more detailed segregation that rati-
fies in many directions-- Ir. the Southern . states , or. all
railroad trains, there are separate cars or compartments in
cars for Vb.ltC ftMfl Colored passengers. The state laws or
local ordinances requiro rerernt. icn ragulat ion or. street
cars." 1
(g) Differences in Civilization
In this cause of race prejudice it seems that
# An illustration of this condition is given by J. K. Old-
ham- "Christianity and the Race Problem", pp. 39.
1 0. E. Haynes- "The Trend o f the Races", pp. 9.
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there may be a great virtue in that the difference in civi-
lization may not necessarily be repellent. They may attract
and stimulate. Oldham states that often greatest periods
of progress have followed contacts of two different civili-
zations with mutually stimulating effects. The customs of
foreign nations are very fascinating and are eagerly imi-
tated. But this imitation is often carried on at the free
choice of individuals. Resistance, however, is some times
offered to change of the inherited customs. The opposition
here is not fror. a race as such, nor is it purely economic.
Large numbers of immigrants from one country to another
bringing their native customs, traditions, and conventions
threaten institutions of customs, traditions and conven-
tions of the country into which they have come. Prior to
the ^orld ^ar, American shores were flooded each year with
foreign immigrants seeking greater and fuller opportunities
in every way. Many of them have never become altogether
adjusted to American life. *
(h) Differences in Custom, Tradition, Conventions, etc.
As has already been suggested, groups with dif-
ferent backgrounds, customs and habits do not fit very
# See J. H. Oldham- Christianity and the Race Problem,
pp. 39.
See also Willystine Goodsell- Problems of the Family,
pp. 133.
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properly into now and strange situations. Serious contro-
versies are some times brought about because of a lack of
understanding and complexity of acquiring languages of the
various groups. The immigrant family because of native cus-
toms, social and educational status is not wanted in certain
sections occupied by Whites, often meeting with severest
ostracism and oppositions, which breed contempt and hatred.
The seriousness of foreign immigration since the World War
has become very threatening, and great efforts have been
made to Americanize and to bring the different races to a
better understand ixig of each other. Churches, social or-
ganizations, interracial conferences and various other means
are being launched to bring about a more harmonious relation-
ship of all races.
3. Extent of Race Prejudice
It is difficult to state definitely the extent of
race prejudice, but recent reports of various states seem
to indicate that the Negro group is affected most by the
present economic depression. The National Urban League made
a recent survey of various groups of states, and the facts
revealed that in most of these states the Negro populations
were carrying far more than their proportion of the burden
of unemployment. The states were grouped, as follows:-

1ii
I. Tho MidcUo Atlantic Statog
II. The East North Central States
III. The Hew England States
IV. The South Atlantic States
V. The BftSt South Central Statea
VI. Tho West South Central States
VII. The Yountair. States
VIII. The pacific States
Ir. every ca; 3 where figures could be obtained,
the percentage of unemployed yegrces vae higher than the
population percentage wf.rrpnta. In core cares the percent
was five unci tlx tines as high. The high*at &i a pre no rti or-
ate figures were found ir, industrial centera of the North,
where Negroes arc United to the unskilled lobs end pre mar-
ginal workers.
(a) Economic Conpet.it ion
Disproportion is also true of Southern communities.
In very few cases are conditions improving for Negroes.
Prom every section of the country there is abundant proof
that many jobsence filled by Negroes are now held by Whites
—
a situation which has allowed Whites to profit at the expense
of Negroes. Not only have ^hites been favored, but Filipinos
and Mexicans are occupying jobs from which entire Negro crews
have been dismissed. In short, in practically every ease the

Negro situation is not at all favorabls.
(b) Social
The Negro as a minority -roup has been much re-
tarded in his social development. In every phase of life
that makes for social betterment, it need not bo stated
that ^hiies he<ve first preference. In accommodation of
every sort Negroes have been denied equal opportunities and
privileges. Dr. Dubois holds that the Negro is compelled
to be highly self-conscious , for no matter on what scene he
appears, he becomes the center of attraction by the white
race. If he finds himself In a certain section and suddenly
feels hungry, he hesitates to enter cor tain restaurants
fearing a denial of service. A young professor in a Southern
college town returning from a motion picture accompanied by
his lady friend (also a teacher) stepped into a drug store
and asked with every shade of courtesy to be served with ise
cream. Replied the fountain man, "stand over there where
the 'niggers' stand and pall off your hat", pointing to the
back.
These are only minor incidents, a.i 3o~pared to the
countless number of social discriminations sho^n Negroes in
the more fundamental aspects of life. *
See "Black Justice", pp. 5-27, American Civil Liberties
Union, New York, N.V. *v >
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4. Effects of Raoe Prejudice
The National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People reports one of the most menacing outbreaks
of anti-negro segregation sentiments in the North, which
appeared in 'Thite Plains, New York, early in April 1931.
The threatened mob action was staged when two Negro doctors
purchased homes in different sections inhabited by white
people
.
The purchases and their occupation of their new
homes had proceeded without incident until an inflammatory
press campaign was begun by local white dailies, resulting
in mass meetings, threats against the colored doctors and
their families, and early on the morning of April 16 the
burning of a fiery cross on the lawn of one of the doctors.
Business men and leading Whites of "^hite Plains advised the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
to back up to the limit the doctors, and, if necessary, ap-
peals would be made for state troopers to protect the doc-
tors' rights. Statements were released by the press denounc-
ing inflammatory utterances and asking the public for good
order. Editors and real estate agencies were warned against
fomenting race troubles. A scorching denunciation was is-
sued by a Jewish Rabbi of the attitude of ^hite Plains citi-
zens toward the Negro doctors, and also urging Jewish people
not to sign the segregation covenants being circulated.
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Or> April 24 e. resolution was signed, by 11 white
and 2 colored clergymen, deploring the stirr.iig of racial
antagonisms n.c1 cci-dem/iii.g at: uri-Z-nerioan the threat to boy-
cott the local Cc.tnunity Chest as part Qf the segregation
canpi-ign. The doctor! are living (quietly In their hor.es.
(a J On Aggress
It was in i recent suit brought against a colored
dentist of Philadelphia for an alleged attack upon a white
wop&n that a relative of the worm in her testimony referred
to the dentist an a "ni^er". "Take her down" yelled some
one in the court room, and the judge rebuked the witness.
The dentist according to mary fkitei is a respectable citizen
and is said to have been the dentist for the white family for
a number of years.
This incident is cited only to shov/ how in many
cases quarrels and serious controversies are started by one
race referring to the other by names intended to be degrading
Thus race aggression with its origin far in the
past has a present tendency to become destructive. Certain
antipathies which were once considered defensive, but some-
what conservative, have now become openly aggressive. Ne-
groes have long become aware, of the fact that such antip-
athies are ruthlessly destructive, and without exception
where they prevail they are intended in final analysis to
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be a blighted attack upon the so-called weaker race. *
(b) On Victim
From ;e. r to year the menacing effeots of lynching
are becoming more and more a basis of race prejudice. I-um-
bei s Of innocent people, particularly I^egioes of the Southern
states, become death victims. The flagrant and repulsive
headline £ of newspapers playing up the slaughter of human
beings stir anew emotions of hatred the hearts of men.
Various appeals lo Gorier est and the President of the Mation
against lynching have mot fith no avail, and the present
relations of human beings to eacu otnor seem like tne
triumph of BMM&&088 and hell itself upon the carta. hat can
bo cone Co abolish forever this powerful monsoer vith its
crystallizing effects of n dial antagonisms'* Is lynching
ccaaisteni. with the principle of Cur i; t ia*iity'* Is it con-
ducive to higher civilizaoiouV These are come of the fei
quei. Clone, which ax»e being us.-.ed today oy dim istian leaders
and these who are striving earnestly for the universal love
and brotherhood of man.
(c) On Per sonality
If personal ttf might include generally the full
See E. G . Murphy- The Basis of Ascendency, Ch. Ill, The
Impuls e liti^Aggr sasi.—
i
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make-up of the individual, it seems reasonable to conclude
that the Negro has been overwhelmingly affected. It mat-
ters not in what avenues Negroes find themselves; the first
obstacle is color. Everyone is familiar with advertise-
ments of employment agencies for neat men, light colored
girls, with frequent comment (no other need apply).
Specified calls f*r such help in restaurants, hotels and
domestic service seem to indicate an increasing demand for
skin cultivation. Professor Allport in his recent analysis
states three criteria of rating personality :
-
(1) Study the interests of the person.
(2) Study his philosophies.
(3) Ask critical questions and score the answers.
This analysis seems to imply that the worth of
human personality ip more than "skin deep". In the next
place, great hidden virtues may be revealed by knowing the
philosophies of the individual; and, at the same time, one
might find a fair estimate of the real individual.
Personality to a great extent is created through
eduoation, personal liberty and free speech. Its growth
is dependent upon the ohance it has of sharing with others
worthy contacts whioh make for its unfolding. To the so-
cial psychologist it is a function of group life, varying
with the roles which the individual adopts in each social
situation. It can only reach its fullest development
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through education, training and desirable contacts, and
when denied such privileges often becomes distorted and
impoverished. The Negro has not been given a fair chance
to develop his personality to the fullest extent, for his
role in the past has been given a very minor and impersonal
plaoe. #
(d) On Social Status
.
If education makes for efficiency and socializa-
tion, if it enhances the intellectual powers and makes for
the unfolding of one's better self, the evidence is clear
that the present position of the Negro is highly justified.
With obstacles, meager opportunities in every way, serious
handicaps or every hand, it seems quite clear that prog-
ress has been made since the days of slavery. The fact is
not overlooked, however, that the race is far from the
stage of perfection, and from what has been found by way
of scientific comparison of the two groups living in dif-
ferent seetions, the conclusion seems to be much Justified
that the two races will compare equally as the same oppor-
tunities are afforded.
* Note the worth of human personality in J. H. Oldham's
book, Christianity and the Raoe Problem, pp. 19.
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5. Objection? to ^.ace Prejudice
(a) P.eli^i^us
Those who object to the religion of the Negro
claim that it is momentarily emotional rather than fumda-
nental. In the plant? t ion melodies the emotional colora-
tion expressed In various lines of freed or, pity, and fear
are Special character-let ion of the Ifogro religion. Such
melodies as ""wing Lou Sweet Chariot", "You Better ::ind n
,
"Poor !!e w
,
"Sometimes I feel Like a Motherless Child",
pnd others are «oid to b« sneciel features of treating
£reat emotional fervor and serring as spiritual whips to
convert sinners in Negro Camp Meetings Of J,©* IntellaOtual
groups
.
There are some vho hold that these spirituals
were never intended to appeal to the intelligence* bat
their primary aim was mainly to stir emotional fervor. In
recent years, however, those who have studied these songs
carefully are finding here and there bits of real merit,
and perhaps along with s better understanding of the Negro
will come a clanged attitude toward his religion and songe.
(b) Social
While it car not be denied that differences of
customs, trad itIons j habits and conventions may create a
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Bocial distance between two groups, it must also be remem-
bered that in cases where Identity is not very evident mem-
bers of one group have had no trouble in gaining admission
into the opposite group. An article entitled "^hlte Ne-
groes" appeared in one of the outstanding sociological
journals a little while ago, and discussed at length a
study made of several Negroes whose racial identity could
not be readily ascertained. Of this investigation it was
found that each individual at some time in his past life
had passed for white, not, as was stated, to desert the
race, but for purely economic reasons. It was generally
concluded from Lhis study that color is a paramount objec-
tion to real Negroes.
Compare 8. Franklin Frazier's article in the
American Journal of Sociology entitled "Occupational
Classes of Negroes in Cities". See particularly the con-
clusion- this statement: "At the same time the' growing
Negro communities in the North are attracting many types
of persons with specialized training. Many of these are
mulattoes who find opportunities for types of employment
that would be closed to them in the smaller communities of
the South where they are known In widely scat-
tered areas in the* city we find mulattoes who have been
able to escape from the Negro population because of their
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co"! or".
1
Moreover, R. S. Itatter 111 his study of the
mulatto ir the Dfilted I'trter holds th?t the chance of the
BulftttO Child to devf-lor Into ^Isces of le&dorshJ p 1p
thirty-four times as rreet M that of the b 1ftok child, «»nd
the general inference that thie i r due to the inherent
quality of r.Hin i".id bloody
It i «3
,
finally, the op trior- of both v?eeley and
DuBois that the best opportunities wore. giver to mtlattoee
ir slavery Rfl well as in freedom.
(c) Fetid
Among the many peculiarities ascribed to the Fc-
iiro tf foundations for dircriiinatior , there has aire been
the objection to his habits of personal cleanliness. "Mien,
however, the fact of the tyres of wo^ ir which the nase of
T
Te^roes are engaged
,
and the corditiors under which they
7;ork, the reason is obvious. In fertilizer factories, for
example, v.'hore the workers are largely Begroe&j the very
nature of the work requires the most up-tc-dat<= facilities
to keep one fairly presentable. The lack of ?how?r bfths,
dressing roo^s and other conveniences must necessarily lead
1 Ar.ericai Journal of Sociology , Vol. XXXV, No. b, March
1930, pp. 737-738.
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t :; -unpleasant conditions among unj people who are tis&igned
to such Aork.
Moreover i the objection to the Negro rrom this
B L I ad point is one that is common t*o ftixj group where there
Is ft lack or adequate facilities for persis cent care
•
So general has become the idea of «\e<jro unoleanli
that it has ser iousiy aarapored and prev lilted many com-
petent colored workers from landiii^ jobs. Larm,e food con-
cerns
, hotels i canxior ies , -the main lines in which U t oes
have alwayf boc. em^l^yed,- it is believed -odav, ui e asso-
ciating the ski 1 color of uhe Hegro with unclearilinosa . In
80»e "bakeries, particularly, Ilegrocb havo boon barred fro*
any Jobs that brin^ then in direct contact With the food.
Again, when one looks a -., *he Negro situation of
poverty t housing conditions, lor; wa^es and being ariven by
dire went into tlx dirtiest types of work, the conclue ion
in forced that there ie no fundamental basis for regarding
the Negro R6 racially anclean. Here as In education, only
wt-.err cr-ndlt ions nr.c' op per tvnit ier a r o oe^a" for bot.i
groups , car any valid comparison be r-ade • *
Note discussion by Herran Feldman- Racial Factors
in Anorican Industry, pp. 67-73.
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III Effects of Race Prejudice on the
Economic Status of the Negro
In any attempt to study the Negro one finds at
the outset that sharp and rigid lines can not. bo drawn
separating each phase of his life. One phase is so vital-
ly and peculiarly tied up with another that the treatment
of one emerges unconsciously with some other. However, if
the Negro is to be thoroughly understood, his whole life
must be considered. In this treatment of the economic
life of the Negro it will be necessary to include many fac
tors which in a strict sense can not be classed as econom-
ic. Without the inclusion of such factors one would no
doubt fall to see the real economic handicaps of the Negro
as they grow out of raoe prejudice.
The present economic strife which is now waged
between black and white did not grow out of a cause which
oan be directly attributed to the Negro. Like many other
troubles the origin of the problem can be traced directly
to the opposite race. The Negro did not come to this
oountry at his own personal will. He was brought here.
He was brought with the sole purpose of making life in eve
ry way, so far as hard labor was concerned, easy for his
master. Selfish exploitation of Negro labor, particularly
in the Southern states, became the dominant motive of
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©very slave owner. Out of the long and inhuman period of
slavery a war was finally waged arid after that war oame
the period of reconstruction. The North having been vic-
torious in a large measure soon forgot the war and the re-
construction days. Today in the South bitter memories of
that war still linger in the hearts of the white man. Many
Southern white men at the present time can scarcely believe
that that war is over and a new age has dawned. To see a
race of people wh^ch was once in bondage and servitude
gradually getting away from the old feudal system of paying
for labor in old clothes and baskets from the master's
kitchen or store, launching out into a thoroughly estab-
lished wage system where labor is more accurately measured
in terms of service rendered, is almost inconceivable.
Just as the primary motive of the employer of free labor
is purely economic gain, so also was the chief motive of
the slave owners before the Emancipation Proclamation.
In the minds of many today the eoonomic status
of the Negro should still be enclosed in the narrow con-
fines of the old clothes and basket system of wages. This
idea along with another which regards the Negro unfit for
anything but hard manual labor was quite common for a long
time. Up to the ITorld ^ar such ideas seem to have domi-
nated the thinking of a large number of the opposite raoe.
The periods directly preoeding, during and after
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the TTar mark off more sharply a turning point in the life
of the Negro than any previous to that time. Just before
the mar there was a general unrest among the Negro popu-
lation throughout the South. Philanthropic education was
making rapid strides and the attachment of the Negro to
large agricultural communities which before seemed perma-
nent was now doomed. ^ Attracted by the high wages in
the North, better education and better conditions and op-
portunities in every way, the great Negro migration from
the South was almost immediately in action. During the
rar and for a short time after there was much apparent
success among the migrating Negroes. Many of them have
been able to purchase their own homes in the South in
cases where they desired to go back. Others have suc-
ceeded in buying homes and other properties in the North.
Since the War Negroes who find themselves in
large industrial centers of the North feel exceedingly
more the tremendous friction arising out of the competi-
tive struggle between the white and colored races. The
endeavor of the Negro to secure better conditions in eve-
ry way and to make himself a worthy asset to his new com-
munity is beset on every hand with obstacles and handi-
1 See "Recent Northward Migration of the Negro Monthly
Labor Review, March 1924, United States Department of
Labor (pamphlet). Compare also Carter G. Woodson's
"A Century of Negro Migration"- Ch. IX, PP 167-192.
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caps. Efforts to improve housing conditions, to secure
regular employment at a living wage, to enhance his educa-
tion and enlarge his social horizon have all become great
problems to the Negro.
E. Franklin Frazier in an abstract under the
caption, "Occupational Classes Among Negroes in Cities",
has very effectively shown that the effort of the Negro
from the time of his introduction into this country to
secure an adequate living and better surroundings has been
seriously handicapped. Despite the fact that here and
there one finds individual Negroes advancing beyond the
economic status of the masses, the present position of the
group as a whole is far from satisfactory. In most, if
not all, of the large industrial cities Negroes are forced
to find abode in and along transient areas. In cases
where a Negro can afford better living quarters than the
mass of Negroes, if he desires to find the kind of environ
ment in which he might live decently and bring up his fami
ly intelligently and respectably, various efforts have
2
been used to discourage this idea. One of the oontrib
utory causes of the bitter Chicago riot was the fact that
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. XXXV, No. 5,
March 1930, PP 718. Compare also The Chicago Commis-
sion on Race Relations, Chs. I, II, III and IV.
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certain Negro migrants from the South had become economic-
ally strong enough to afford better living quarters. The
fact that the Negro is not wanted in certain sections is
not due so much to depreciation of land and property value,
but rather to the oolor of his skin.
Still more serious than this, as Dr. William N.
Deberry pointed out in an address before the Boston Univer-
sity preaching conference, Oct. 17, 1932, is the fact of
the unjust discrimination against the Negro by both state
and municipal authorities in the distributing of the public
school funds. This common practice he emphasized is in
keeping with the long established policy of keeping a sub-
ject people in ignorance as a means of keeping them in in-
dustrial and social bondage.
"It is in deference to the social edict which
forbids forever the victim's emergence from a fixed status
of social caste; the edict that decrees a 'thus far and no
further 1 to the intellectual aspirations and capacities of
two million black American children."
"feuch an edict is not only a crime against the
group which first suffers, but it is also a crime against
the larger society of which it is a part. For in keeping
with a law which no human power can contravene, it is im-
possible for one member of the social body to thus suffer
without all the other members suffering ultimately with it.

It has long been a fact of common knowledge that
the most effective method of binding fast all the other
actual or potential faculties of man is first to bind fast
his mind.
This barbarous deed of mental circumscription is
perhaps the most flagrant manifestation of "man's inhumani-
ty to man".
For one man to arbitrarily describe the metes
and bounds and thus attempt to fix forever the scope of
another' 8 mental development is to arrogate to himself a
divine prerogative: it is to frustrate the plan of that
divinity which alone has the right, the wisdom and the
power to shape the ends of all human beings.
No chain is stronger than its weakest link. By
substituting the word 'nation* the phrase may read with
equal cogency: "No nation is stronger than its weakest
elements". Of the many weaknesses of the American nation
and government and one of the most neglected is the ade-
quate provision for Negro education. Appropriations for
public schools, as observed by Carter G. Woodson, eminent
Negro historian, for Negroes diminished from year to year,
3 Extract from Dr. William N. Deberry's address-
"Preaching and the Race Problem" delivered at Boston
University Preaching Conference, Oct. 17, 1932.
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and when there appeared practical leaders with their sane
plan for industrial education the South ignorantly accepted
this scheme as a desirable subterfuge for seeming to sup-
port Negro education and at the same time directing the de-
yelopment of the Negro in such a way that he would never
become the competitor of the white man. This was not the
idea of these educators, but the South so understood it
and in effooting the readjustment practically left the Ne-
gro out of the pale of the public school systems. As a
matter of fact there has been added to the problem of the
Negro in the South the great misfortune and lack of op-
portunity of enjoying liberal education at the expense of
the public
Dr. Thomas Jesse Jones, newly elected trustee of
Hampton Institute, commenting on Negro education a little
while ago said that the progress of Negro education in the
last fifteen years is one of the most significant achieve-
ments of America.
"It is probably true that never in human history
have facilities for the education of a minority group been
so effectively and liberally extended as in the case of the
Amerioan Negro. Teachers' salaries are higher and the gen-
eral budgets are larger. The teachers are better qualified
and the curriculum is more nearly that of the white schools.
School buildings have been improved and school sessions
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have been lengthened.
The most striking increase has been made in sec-
ondary and higher education. In 1915 the number of colored
secondary pupils was 25,000. The number in 1930 is approx-
imately 200,000. Negro college and professional students
have increased from 2500 in 1915 to about 25,000 in 1930..."
He continued: "Notwithstanding all this gratify-
ing and reassuring progress, Negro education is decidedly
behind white education in almost every respect. The most
depressing fact is that almost a million Negro children of
school age are still out of school; whereas only three and
one -half percent of the white youth are out of school,
twenty -five percent of the Negro youth are still lacking
the simplest form of educational influence. In view of the
extent of poverty, ill health, and ignorance yet prevailing
among the Negro tenth of American population, it is most
lamentable that one-fourth of the children of school age do
not have the benefit of the lowest form of education. Even
though secondary and college students have increased ten-
fold during the last fifteen years, the proportion of Negro
pupils is only one-third of that of white pupils in high
schools and one-fifth of that of white students in the col-
4
leges of our land.
4 "The Southern Workman"- Graduation Number, June 1932,
PP 243-44.
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So often unsympathetic and inconsiderate individ
uals have been inclined to rebuke and scorn the ignorance
and backwardness of the Negro without taking time for a
moment to ask themselves the reason for most of this igno-
rance and backwardness. As the basis of explanation and
more appalling still than the facts given above, the fol-
lowing information will shed some light on the educational
handicaps of the Negro.
A study made in 1928 of the administration of
school in ton states having racial segregation in schools,
the study being financed by the American Fund for Public
Service, revealed that in South Carolina with a Negro pop-
ulation of over 51%, more than ten times as much was ex-
pended per capita for the education of white children as
for Negro children; that in Florida, Georgia, Mississippi
and Alabama with a Negro population of over 40$, more than
five times as much; in North Carolina, Virginia, Texas,
Oklahoma and Maryland more than twice as much.
The report of State Commissioner of Education,
Sweringen, for the State of South Carolina for 1925, pro-
vides the following information: That while the number of
schools for each race are about the same, the Negroes had
only half as many teachers as the whites with a resulting
average of thirty pupils per teacher in schools for white
children and sixty-two pupils per teacher in colored
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schools. The amounts appropriated for the year were for
white schools $7,000,000 and for the colored schools
$900,000. The per capita expenditure per white child was
$39, per Negro child $4; while the average annual salaries
were for white teachers $880, for colored teachers $261.
Of Mississippi public funds less than $6 per
year per child is spent on the education of Negro children
as against $26 a year for white children. Sixty percent
of the school population is colored, and this sixty percent
gets twenty percent of the school funds while the white,
forty percent, receives eighty percent of the funds.
If the situation is deplorable regarding elemen-
tary education, it is worse on the secondary school level.
Until recently there was not a single public high school
in the State of Georgia which a Negro could attend, and the
population of the state is about half Negro. With a few
exceptions, the only opportunity for a high school education
offered a Negro in the South is provided through schools
supported by religious organizations or philanthropists.
A depressing situation for teachers may often
arise from the separate school system. In Richmond, Va.,
where separate schools fire operated for Negroes and Whites,
a Negro may not advance above the rank of teacher. The
principals of Negro schools are white men or women. Sala-
ries for Negro teachers range from $800 to $1500 a year.
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The net result of these two factors,- low salaries and lack
of possibility for advancement-, can be seen In the fact
that only 71 percent of the teachers in the Negro high
schools have had any college training, while only \% of the
teachers in the elementary and junior high schools have any
credit for college attendance. &
It appears from the facts given above that the
tradition and custom of slavery, which so firmly fixed the
status of the Negro as "a hewer of wood and a drawer of wa-
ter" has survived his emancipation and continues during his
freedom. South Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, North Carolina,
Mississippi, Kentucky and Louisiana all between the year of
1740 and 1940 passed ordinances punishable by law, or fines f
or both, for any person attempting to teach Negroes to read
and write.
6 Facts and figures above were taken from pamphlet,
"Black justice" , PP 9 to 27, pub. by American Civil Lib-
erties Union, N.Y.C. Additional facts are offered by
C. 0. Woodson- "A Century of Negro Migration" , ?? 155-56.
Note Mrs. Lindsey Patterson's Editorial- "0 Southland" in
the "Opportunity", April 1931, PP 104, comment irg on Mrs.
Mebane's plea (a white woman of the No. Carolina Legisla-
ture) for the establishment of a training school for de -
linquent colored girls. In same, noto expressed attitude
of Mobile, Alabama, toward Negro schools and education.
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Two main reasons have been ascribed to the passage
of such laws and this general indifference toward Negro edu-
cation: First, the dreaded fear that Negro education may
lead to Negro dominance in politics; second, that higher or
liberal education may bring about promiscuous mingling in so-
cial life. This indifference toward Negro education, par-
ticularly in the South, is held by many students today will
never be completely removed until those who have such beliefs
are definitely sure that neither of them is true.
Perhaps it is this same idea in the minds of the
Southern school officials in making compulsory educational
laws to so arrange them that they often, if not usually,
leave out Negro children. In eight states children are not
compelled to attend school, if there is no school within
three miles of their homes and if no free transportation is
provided. Some corrnunities deny transportation to the Negro
if he is willing to pay for it. The Negro today is not con-
tending for his just and equal quota of such tools in order
to abuse them; neither is he seeking them to turn revenge on
those who, by the use of such, have exploited him. ""hat the
Negro truly seeks, and that which he will n:ver be satisfied
until he receives, is his equal rights and privileges to his
just portion of the world's goods.
Besides the educational factor there is the fac-
tor of the "right to vote", which has long retarded Negro
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progress
.
The political history of the South since the rat-
ification of the Fourteenth Anendmar t in 1868 has beer the
history of a bitter and unrelenting Struggle on the part
of Thites to control the ballot box. The decade of the Re-
const ruction Period following the Civil mar hrw a carnival
of misrule by the newly enfranchised, slave? ?nd unscrupu-
lous Northern politicians. Then, when Northern domination
was withdrawn, the Whites of the Soutn began, by one means
or another, the disfranchisement of the Negro.
Today, although no lev on any statute book denies
the Negro the r ight to vote, his disfranchisement is par-
tial or complete in ten states. The ftAte l*ws do not say
that the Negro can not vote, but they do lay down qualifi-
cations as to who can vote so that the Negro is generally
barred fror the polling place. The 'white primary 1
,
the
poll tax, the educational tests and the 1 grand f a ther clause*
are the chief means of taking the vote from the Negro. De-
spite the obstacles, the Negroes are doubtless voting more
generally in the South today than ever before in purely lo-
cal elections.
The 'white primary* operates by prohibiting Ne-
groes from voting in the Democratic primary. The attitude
of southern state officials 3s clearly demonstrated by
Rivers Bufard, attorney-general of the State of Florida,

who haa declared: "The E.xeouti\ . Cora; .it to.<i of any pcliti-
Q&l party nay confine $tp nemhorship to the; white rc ce if
it dedirc? to do ho, and in enoh caaae only white 'electors
m
-y participate in the print- ry of such a party." In those
Southern elates where the Democratic party holdfi UBQues-
ticned sway and the. Do "o era tic priory represents the final
election r suits
,
barring the Ne^ro from the party means
aotual disfranchisement
.
To effect, this disfranchisement , the State of
Texas enacted i statute decreeirg: "In no avent shall a tfe-
gIH3 be eligible to participate in a Denocratlc primary held
in the State of Texas."
The i'ississippi ia.il is typical of the educational
req.iirer.ents. It states that for any person to be eligible
to vote he must be able to read and write any phrase of the
Constitution of the United States . The superintending of
such examinations throughout the state is in the hands of
local registrars. The trap is that no standardized ques-
tions concerning the Constitution are established. The
re^i^trars are invariably vhite and believing a?.so In whitp
supremacy make uo their own questions, thereby determining
that the Ne^ro shall not vote.
e See "Black justice"- "The Right to Vote", American
Civil liberties Union, II.Y.C.
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Under the grandfather clause' voting is re-
stricted to those who wore soldiers or voters or from the
direct lineage of such soldiers or voters bofoi-e 1366, at
Vhlah time Degrees \tcro not voiers. Of thesu and other sub-
terfuges, Alabama
,
Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Horth and South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia are still
taxing the Negro masses who inhabit, these spates without
giving them a voice in the government.
Another factor which proves equally detrimental
to the Hegro ic that one which deprives him of the right to
thai more abundant life- unemployment
.
The present uner.plo yr.6nt crisis has brought £j ter-
rible disaster to Hegro economic life in the United Stattt.
The New York Urban League in • recent investigation of unem-
ployment in twenty-five industrial centers disclosed the
fact that in March, 1030, the number If unemployed Negroes
was not less than 330,000. A re-check in October indicated
that unemployment had not decreased during the intervening
month, but on the contrary had ir creased. In Buffalo, in
Harfth 1030, 17.7 percent of the degrees vsere unemployed, as
compared with 10.3 among the ""hi tea. In Philadelphia in one
district 29.2 of the Negroes were unemployed and 6.8 percent
of the Whit In large industrial centers such as Cleve-
land, Detroit, 3t. Louis | Philadelphia, Cincinnati and New
York, the depression worked a greater havoc among Negroes

than in the smaller cities that had no basic industries.
It is further shown in the inves Ligation that
between January 1 and September 30 there was a decrease of
34.5 percent in the number of available jobs for Negroes
and an increase of 39.9 percent in the number of applicants
7
over the same period in 1929.
Still more discouraging does the situation seem
from the following abstract on race relations during the
year 1932. It reads: "Race relations during the year
have evidenced little change. Negroes have been trie first
and most severe sufferers during the economic depression."
Though discouraging as this condition may seem,
it is not at all an unusual situation with all underprivi-
leged groups. For all such groups there come? with eco-
nomic depression both reduction of jobs and a snipping of
wages. This might well be illustrated from the present
condition of the Pullman porters. The scanty inadequate
wages which they formerly received have been cut almost to
nothing, to say the least of the great lay-off among them.
Moreover the tips on which they once do perked to piece out
their salaries have been unbelievably minimized.
7 See Annual Report of the New York Urban League 1930.
8 American Journal of Sociology, May 1932, "Race Rela-
tione", P? 97.
Note also "Last Hired, First Fired", H. Feldman- "Ra-
cial Factors in American Industry", PP 42-43.
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Another depressing situation which unemployment
among Negroes in cities has brought is the inability to
meet the high monthly rent demands. Prom practically all
of the larger cities in the past year reports have come
that Negro fanilies have been evicted from their humble
dwellings because economic conditions would not allow them
to meet the rent obligations.
Almost irrespective of training and skill, the
general avenue in which Negroes are enployed consist mostly
of common labor and menial work at lo-v v^ages. In the North
though the Negro finds conditions decidedly better than in
the South, he finds it extremely difficult to make a decent
living because of the discrimination and prejudices against
him. To the labor unions he is popularly known as a "scab"
and strike breaker, and for the most part the creditable
unions have refused to accept his membership.
Recent information and reports from labor unions
disclosed the fact that twenty-two national and internat ion-
al labor organizations, of which eight are members of the
American Federation of Labor, exclude Negroes by constitu-
tional provision. Among these are the Brotherhoods of Lo-
comotive Firemen and Engineers and other unions connected
with transportation. This condition would not be near s©
serious and discouraging if these were the only unions from
which Negroes are excluded. There are numerous other unions
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though not having their exclusion policies const itution-
alized, invariably succeed in practice in keeping Negroes
out, or limiting them to a snail membership. The electrical
workers, plFeterers, painters, plumbers and steam fitters
unions all have definite policies of excluding Negroes.
"These definite efforts to make it possible for
only the exceptional Negro to secure a foothold in trade,
shade into less tangible policies by which unions admit
Negro members but do not encourage then to come to the
Union." 9
The writer, last summer, while v/aiting on the
upper level of that marvellous structure, the Pennsylvania
Station in the City of New York, was by chance engaged in
a conversation with one of the "Red Caps". As the conver-
sation proceeded, growing more intimate and tangible, the
"Red Cap" proceeded thus: "^ould you believe it, we have
9 H. Feldman- Racial Factors in American Industry,
pp. 28; see pages 27-31 inclusive. See also
In Freedom's Birthplace- A Study of the Boston
Negroes by John Daniels, pp. 373-79. Compare
also The Conservation of National Ideals by
D. B. Wells and others, pp. 85-86. Note ar-
ticle in Baltimore Evening Sun, Friday, July 11,
1930, Negroes and the Unions by James O'Neal.
Also report of N.A.A.C.?. Labor Union Segrega-
tion, John H. Jones and Upholsterers Union, pp.
19.
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men in the employ of this conpary representing practically
every line of skilled and professional work." Vhilfl look-
ing somawhst amazed at hill, he continued: "For more than
twenty-five years I have been in the enploy of this company.
I have seen men cone and go and return again* all telling
practically the sane story that the unions and special ave-
nues in which they had trained themselves offered very lit-
tle opportunity for then."
Almost without exception the unions into which
Negroes have been permitted are local unions, such as Hotel
Waiters and Waitresses Unions and the United Textile Work-
ers Union. Beside these Negroes are generally found in
such locals as the United Mine ^orkers, United Garment
Workers, the Longshoremen* Hod Carriers, Building and Com-
mon Laborers Unions. In unions representing trades requir-
ing less skill Opposition to the Negro is much less. Just
eg Negro membership is not wanted in the larger union?, so
elso is it not wanted in the locals. Locals have, however,
occasionally solicited his membership when acute la! or
situations threaten their very existence, and they fear his
becoming a strike breaker. When the strike is over there
ir re 1o icing as he is thrown out of the union.
It matters not if in San Francisco, California,
or in Atlanta, Georgia, labor unions have selfishly seized

upon r«.ce hatred and improvised schemes ?.nd subterfuges to
keep the Hegro oat, thereby clinching and aonopollslaifl work
for their own nenbft^n
.
Connanting upon the ascendency of various grades
of work John Daniala sayt, "Spaafclng far? broadly, one nay
say that lr low-grade vrork a RagTfl fine's it tv.ice as hard
to obtain anspi.oyner.tj in work of intornc-dinry giade, such
as tre trader; and lesser clerical lines, from ten to fifty
ilnae harder; *nd in work of high gr&d*| aucti as u <" t of
bsnk clerk*? , salaried officials of buelnaaf houses, and tha
like, a hundred tlataa harder then ir. tha case with ap t li -
carte of the other rocej srd furthermore there IT9 --one oo-
euos t lost* frc vhlab Megroaa a#a practically shut out. " iih
reject, secondly, to advancement after employ!? .or. L is once
eee'ired, the Tve^ro if likewise, though in lesser degree, tha
objec. of prejudice. In or^.^r to £ain promotion he must as
a rule do work which is not only equal in quality to thi L
of white oaplojrotf of the sane sort, but better. Even x> ,
his oroTnot ion is at best el*? and u.'-cartain. Tha prcspecta
of advancement diminish a?: tho ~jv.de of fork ascends, d
n 10
after a certain point they sink to zoro.
Aside fro™, ihe prejudices and injustices met^ri cut
to tha Hagrfl by labor unions, no faces other handle apa
10 John Daniels- "In freedom's Kirthplace" , PP 3a .
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equally as serious. From year to year reliable reports
heve shown that the Negro has been inhumanly driven out of
certain sections by mobs and riots, not for the high rate
of criminality with which bt hae been frequently charged,
but because he top. attempting v.o go into various lines of
business In competition with the white man. Doctors, den-
tists, lawyers, business men and others have all been vic-
tims of this deplorable situation. »
That the undisputed word of the white man places
him in unl iirii ted power ir this country no one can deny.
The passive role of the Negro is like that of a child at
the h^nds of etrict or harsh parents. The child, though
8m2.ll, realizes that to overstep certain paths that have
been mapped out for him he must suffer the consequence. It
is, therefore, only upon the ethical sense and moral obliga-
tion of the white man that the Negro bases his extreme op-
timism and upon these alone can he hope to be saved from
destruction. Will the ethical sense and moral obligations
of the white man in this land be gracious enough to stay
his hand of the many injustices *hich Heroes now suffer?
Mil he, as Booker T. Washington said, realize that if he
ke^p3 the Negro in the gutter, he must stay there with him?
The question might well be asked h#r##- just what
See Annual Report of N.A.A.C.P. 1930, 69- 5th Ave. #N.Y.C.
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does the Negro want? It was this same question that was
suddenly fired at Frederick Douglass, outstanding Negro
personality and abolitionist, once while pleading the cause
of his race before a great audience. Without hesitation
Douglass replied, "The Negro wants to be let alone". For
Douglass's time perhaps that answer was very suitable and
fitting, for it is believed that there were many Negroes
who "honestly and truly" were wanting to be let alone
In a time like the present, however, knowing that
there are so many important ways in which the Negro can not
be let alone, Dr. William N. DeBerry has substituted for
Douglass' 8 answer another which is adequate for all times
and occasions and which also designates in bold outline the
grand condition of good will and enduring peace between the
races. The Negro, he says, "wants no more and no less
than a square deal as an American citizen. He wants a man's
chance in the race of life. In other words, he wants the
larger freedom from which he is so generally debarred in
this country by the spirit of prejudice and caste."
Defining briefly this larger freedom that the Ne-
gro seeks, he continues: "First, the Negro wants a larger
industrial freedom He is still excluded from certain
wide fields of industry in which he is as fully able to
produce and create as thousands of his Anglo-Saxon fellows
who are engaged in these fields. And this is especially

1)
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true here in the Northern states.
Secondly, the American Negro wants a larger so-
cial freedom. It is this freedom alone that will prevent
the unjust, the undemocratic and the unchristian group seg-
regation of which the Negro race is the unfortunate viotim
today
Again, the Negro wants a larger politic 1 freedom.
As a race, the Negro finds himself in an unfortunate, anom-
alous situation as a citizen of this Republic. He is, to a
very large extent, still deprived of the free use of the
ballot in a country of which he is a citizen and under whose
flag he has heroically fought and died
But more urgent and more significant still than
his plea for either industrial, social or political freedom,
is the black man's plea for the freedom of his mind. The
freedom to educate and rise in the scale of mental develop-
ment and mental achievement is the highest freedom of man. .
The removal of the obstacles which prevent this
larger freedom of the Negro as a man and as an Araerioan
citizen is what the Negro stipulates as the only condition
of a lasting peace agreement, and the only real solution
of the Negro problem.
11 The above points and discussions were taken from Dr.
Tfm. N. DeBerry&s Lincoln's Day Radio Address in Spring-
field 1932. See also the address "Preaching a nd the
Race Question" delivered at the Boston University
Preaching Conference, Oct. 17, 1932.
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These are the main factors which have hampered and
hindered the economic development of the American N«.gro
,
and
will continue to do so until those of Lho eppoalt* >*aco can
cease to judge him in terms If skin color, but rather In
terms of the place fffelfki he can acoquately fill.
1. Attitude of Employer
The question has frequently been asked what is
the attitude of the white employer toward the Negro worker?
Because so often the Negro is not represented directly to
the owner of the concern, he has been the victim of many un-
pleasant and unfortunate circumstances. The fact that the
case of the Negro is carried to the owner or management of
the plant by foremen, bosses or heads of certain departments
often means that racial prejudice having no valid basis may
become the main factor in the selection of workers and also
may account for the variety of attitudes displayed against
Negroes in different plants. For this reason one investiga-
tor writes: "There may be departments where the Negro is
excluded altogether, others where he is intrusted with
skilled and semi-skilled work, and still others in which he
is given the job of cleaning up after the other workers. A
change of foremen may mean a corresponding change in Negro
policy in the department concerned.
Naturally, this situation tends to work to the
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disadvantage of the Negro. The Northern foreman or executive
who is not prejudiced against Negroes, on obtaining a posi-
tion in a Southern city, is likely to absorb the ideas of
the town. He usually finds it safer not to try the innova-
tion of introducing Negroes in certain occupations or re-
moving certain discriminations against him. The Southern
executive, however, who starts with iron-clad prejudices
against Negroes and who accepts a position in a Northern
locality, finding himself untram~.eled in the expression of
his prejudices, is likely to put the nigger in his place." 1
Another instance showing the attitude of a cer-
tain employer towards a colored girl may be seen in the fol-
lowing quotation from Feldman. He writes: "The intensity
of the prejudice met with by many Negro women applicants for
employment is illustrated by the case of a college graduate,
who had worked for some time in the auditing department of
8 certain firm when the secretary promised her a promotion.
Unfortunately, the president of the firm died, and his suc-
cessor insisted on the colored girl's dismissal. The de-
partment heads tried to persuade him that the firm would
save money by having so competent and accurate a worker in
the auditing department, but he stated that he would rather
it 2lose money than have a colored girl in his employ.
1 H. Feldman- "Racial Factors in American Industry, PP 25-21
2 Ibid- PP 22.
B.
t
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Thus, the general observations from plant experi-
ences with Negro labor as summarized from materials collected
through the National Urban League for the National Inter-
racial Conference are:
1. So far as the ordinary industrial jobs,
unskilled, and skilled, are concerned there are many in-
stances of non-employment of Negroes, but no evidence that
Negroes are incapable of performing the tasks, as indicated
by the fact that in other establishments in the same city
Negroes are actually performing them.
2. There is understandable fear in many plants,
that use of Negroes and whites in the same plants will bring
unfavorable results, but no evidence that the fear is well
founded in fact, inasmuch as there is a large number of
plants that employ Negroes without conspicuous f riot ion. No
outstanding instance of racial disorder resulting from the
use of Negro and white labor in the same plants come to the
attention of this study.
3. The varied experiences of the plants may
reasonably be traced to peculiarities of plant management
and to the types of Negro workerE secured,
4. The quality of Negro labor has not been
uniform, and there is evidence that in many places where poor
opinion is entertained concerning them, it is well deserved;
but the opinion unfortunately and erroneously extends from
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one inefficient group of Negro workers to include the entire
Negro population.
5. There are lines of vork which are not at-
tractive to Negro workers in which many of then have given
indifferent service.
6. Circumstances which should be taken into
account in judgments of Negro "Ambition", "Reliability",
"Speed", "Carefulness", etc., in particular plants are the
relative wages, opportunities for promotion on the basis of
merit* distance from the restricted Negro residence areas,
handling of working crews, ty^es and character of work as-
signed tc Negroes in the particular plants.
7. The trend of information indicates that
where wageF are good and some prospect of bettering condi-
tions is present, Negro labor is regarded as more satisfac-
tory than in plants in which Negro working crews are sepa-
rated from other workers on grades of work which the others
are unwilling to do.
8. The objection of white workers to Negro
workers is understandable as a basis for excluding Negr»
workers, but there is evidence that this objection is ro
t
a permanent or deeply serious contingency, and further evi-
dence that the objection has faded after a short period of
contact
.
9. The fear of the competition of Negro work-
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ers on the part of white workers is in known instances based
upon the fear that Negroes will be paid leas wages, thus
,
either lowering their living standards or punning them cout
of jobs. Tfhen this evidence is aeon in a situation an es-
sential part of the truth is omitted in the statement of em-
ployers, unqualified, that white workers object to the
bringing in of "Negro workers".
10. On the surface of facts, !Tegro workers
seem to have a special usefulness in iron and steel produc-
tion, in chemicals, and generally, where strength must be
combined with arility and deftness. Despite the strength of
opinion on race, they show en unexpectedly large number of
crane operators, sand -blasters
,
cupola tenders and rip saw
operators, asphalt workers, and drivers of heavy machinery.
11. There is probably no more actual truth in
the belief that they are better adrotod than moft races to
work in the presence of heat than that they CMinot do skilled
work, but having been permitted "heat" Jobs on this assump-
tion, a normal success has provided support for the assump-
tion .
12. The chances are that the coirse of local
policy and practice in industry has been shaped more by eco-
nomic forces than racial ones. Rapid growth of industries
recently, has encouraged and dra-vn great quantities of cheap
labor. The most severe competition is at present in the
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lower grades of vork, where Nerroes are print 1pally found*
and between Negroes, European irr-i^rarts, Vexic?ns ar.^ a
class of native whites without skill.
13. It J ?? an interesting fact that the same
opinion held now about the inadvisability ind inadequacy of
Negro labor, was held by most of the eastern in^ustM es and
those of the North before they actually became pressed for
men. Then they er ployed Negroes and if their comments are
to be taken seriously, have found them reasonably satisfac-
3
tory .
(a) Unfriendly
The rapid economic development in all parts of the
world has concentrated the globe into a relatively small
area almost within a generation. Today in many of the largs
industries there is constant fear of employers that a work-
ing force of mixed groups or races will lea:3 to certain an-
tagonism? and strife among the workers, ^ith the presence
of such fears and attitudes orophets in every generation have
tried in some manner to meet this condition regard in* differ-
ent races.
As in other phases of the race question the real
difficulty hinges upon the lack of understanding between such
3 For above points see "Negro Workers" (pamphl«t), National
Urban League, pp. 13-14.
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groups. It is believed that. in many cases thf s*ploy#F
lacks sufficient knowledge tnd technique, such that Will
promote friendly relations and £ood villi and ftfl a matter
of fact only employs those wu.om he thinks will ho kbit to
-work together in harden;/'.
Since such misunderstandings do not involve any
insurmountable Physical, psychological, sociological or
moral barrios to cooperation amon£ the races
,
the real
difficulty seems to he only one of getting ri^ of certain
race delusions which have becone widely accented and also
the general basis of many contentions. The frequent appli-
cation of thfl principles of friendly intercourse, trust and
brotherhood on the part of the employer, it has been said,
will do much in the direction of establishing cooperation
among the workers. It is important that favoritism should
not bo shown to any particular rroup, but all should be re-
garded as individuals striving and seeking to ma ke the best
of their opportunities as free American citizens*
One invost igator be? loves that enoloyers **ery of-
ten gf-t their attitudes toward racial groups from the opin-
ion in which these ^rouos aro held in the community.
It is obvious, therefore, that it may he a sound
policy to impress uoon the maraiment of industry the wisdom
of sdooting a constructive labor policy in regard to Negro
workers because of the advantage such a policy has for Indus-
9
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try itself . A plant which makes public its intelligent at-
titude in regard to the Negro and strives in every way to
create and establish a reputation of just and fair treatment
will indeed offer inducement to the best applicants of Negro
workers. It appears that in the construction and adoption
of such a policy one important factor of the management of
industry should be the wise selection of competent employ-
ment executives,- executives who have had contact with
colored workers and understand the general background of Ne-
gro life. The skilled employment executive could eliminate
the shiftless, non-desirable worker and obtain for the con-
oern the more efficient and dependable Negro workers. It
seems fair to judge that such a policy might offset many of
the present evils which militate against Negro workers. It
would reduce to a minimum the numerous complaints of various
concerns that employ Negro labor. *
Many outstanding thinkers of the country today
believe that peace and friendship between the Negro and white
man will be established when the Negro has had a chance to
ascend in the social and economic ladder to a point of at
least a decent respectable and self-supporting plane. In
regard to what is taking place among workers, both North and
South, one with years of experience writes thus: "This is
one illustration of what has happened across the South.
When white men remove the garbage from Negro neighborhoods
* See H. Peldman- Racial Factors in American Industry
,
pp. 289-
2 90.
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In our Southern cities, an economic Evolution has tnken
rlr?co. That ve^y fact constitute? a oart of the crisis of
Vt$P091 as they undertake to urdergird their life with Bn
adequate economic foundation. In the lor,? run the change
will probably be for the best . Today Negro worker? are
forced to compete with other men for job*?, In snite of the
fact that as workers they face additional handicaps of race
prejudice, T believe that in the lonp run the competing of
Kegro workers with other workers for the game jobs is a
safer policy thai) the limitations of those racial jobs on
which much of the economic foundation of the race hap rested
in the last fifty years." 1
Under this oondition it see^s impossible for Ne.^ro
workers io r^ms in anart from other workers. The situation,
as it is presently viewed, discloses a serious difficulty,
for race-conscicusness in thi3 country amons; whites is far
greater than class-consciousness. This keen race-conscious-
rfiss is apparently true j.n general amon^ white v/orkers. Ex-
perience, however, will ultimately teach the White worker
that his v,ny can not be made seos^ately and apart from Ne^ro
workers. The industrial and economic fabric? of American
life are so inextricably Interwoven that whatever affects
one group ultimately orovas disastrous to all other groups.
1 See The Southern Workman, June 1931, pp. 271.
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Low standards of living for colour* workers in th« end wan
the fp^e for white worker?. Ir the South white workers
have paid a tremendous price for prejudices against fellow
Ne^ro workers. As an examole, one has only to look at the
low W3,-res white worker^ ir. the South receive. Thi^ situa-
tion r3pre<=cnts in n^rt, at least, the price they finally
pay for refusing to realise and recognize their close rela-
tionship to fellow Nemrc workers.
As serious as the condition may seer" between white
gno* colored workers, it does not appear altogether hopeless.
Thic Tray be shown to sore extent by two II! nstret lor s . Once
each year in the mountains of North Carolina ihe^e Is a car-
ta ir. school conducted for white women workers brought to-
gether from various Southern industrial nlants . The purpose
of the school i? to help workers to a fuller realization of
their own lives and the live of their communities. Moreover
great effort is made to bring the workers to better under-
standing of the complex economic forces out of which the
present economic order' has come and also of which they them-
selves form a very necessary part. From the experiment some
very interesting results have beer. revealed. In the school
various leaders have the opportunity to tell m?ny of the
white workers something about their fellow colored workers.
Many whiter frc^ cotton ard tobacco factories have thus had
the opportunity for the first time to see that their fellow
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Negro workers are a part of the By fitere In which they thesi-
pelves are oanght i The PespOnae hftfl been reported as bo ing
openminded end friendly
»
The second il.TnFtrat5.cn showing thftt tnia situation
npy not be completely hopelr.?s Ifl to fee poor In what is
taking place among leaders of organized labor. In one of
the more progressive Southern cities the Federation of Labor
is represented by a young craftsman of superior into71iger.ee.
Because of his offielent executive ability there has recently
been a narked increase in colored delegates In the central
trade unions of that city. Realising the closa relationship
of white and colored workers and looking to so:-e extent in
the future, this skillful leader deoided last year to appoint
on each of the sub-comr.i tteea of hlfl groiip federation one
Negro
. The appointments having been made Without the consent
of anyone were strongly opposed by the chairman. In the face
of all opposition the young executive stood his ground, re-
plying calmly, "This is not the Ku-Klux Xlan, but rather an
effort to build a labor movement and we must go on together."
Because of the stand and persistence of this leader, the
federation has gained the utmost respect of the community,
and its present position is more outstanding than any time in
its past history. These are tvvo significant examples of what
might be accomplished among workers under efficient leader-
ship.
—-
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(b) Friendly
Very unfortunate for the Negro and much to his re-
gret the attitudes of many employers have not been very
friendly toward him. In many places where the Negro has
sought employment he has been refused so often with the
sharpest possible words. While seeking employment to aid
his family who was in dire want, a Negro boy was faced with
these eloquent words from a Southern employer:- "No
niggers are hired here." Prom various observations, situa-
tions like this seem to be common occurrences in the South
and often make the Negro feel that he is the worst living
creature in the world. The many evils of unemployment and
overwhelming Negro migration from the South, however, have
made some alterations and adjustments in such conditions in
the past few years indispensable. Various leading concerns
in the South have already made rapid progress in the adjust-
ments of their policies to the new conditions. One investi-
gator thus holds that:- "Paternalism in industry may be
exceedingly harmful in some instances, but it is not without
advantages, and if properly conceived, is certainly prefer-
able to an absolute disregard of the worker. As an instance
it is reported that one large concern has built model houses,
club rooms, and outdoor recreational facilities for its Ne-
gro workers, conducts a health program in their interest, ad-
mits them to stock ownership, ^nd treats them with a care
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which has greatly reduced the migration to the North. Yet
in the country as a whole the number of cases of concerns
known to be interested in a satisfactory adjustment of the
Negro in industry, even to the extent of having a policy of
fair treatment on merit, is decidedly small. As an instanoe,
in one of the large industrial cities of the country, only
three concerns oould be mentioned for their interest and ac-
tivity in this field." 1
In a case study of employers who have considered
seriously the matter of fair treatment to Negro workers
there has been a noteworthy consideration given which repre-
sents what the total situation greatly needs. The study dis-
closed various attitudes and positions which different plants
have taken at various times regarding the rights and fair
treatment of colored workers. The following, from a Southern
city, is one of the most interesting:
You are probably aware of the fact that in
many instances jobs which hrve been considered Hcgro J©t>a
are being taken over by whites, and this tendency has been
particularly pronounced during the unenriloyir.ent which now
exists. Realizing this tendency, a /*roup of white workers
employed in the "Round House" cf the Biohraond , Fredericks-
burg, and Potomac R.R. appeared before the personnel di-
rector, requesting that all T-ejroes employe:! In thiq par -
ticular department be replaced by whites. This company em-
ploy? 1,765 workers , of '"hem 385 are Negroes . The person-
nel director immediately replied that Negroes had beer em-
ployed by the rai 1 road since its be^inningi and that, ae
far as he has been able to determine > these Negroes had
rendered very valuable and efficient servics. Por these
reasons he would certainly not make any changes, nor would
the company policy of employing Negroes in the seFi-skilled
departments of the shops be discontinued. He then notified
J
1—See H. Feldman- Racial Fa«tor^e=4n American Industry
,
pp. 291 •
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the Negro workers in the shoo of the action of the white
workers and cautioned them to render the sane type of ser-
vice which they had always rendered , in order that there
might not be anj just complaint in this respect. •
More significant still is trie general attitude
found in recent reports of northern industries toward Uegro
workers. Recently some very interesting observations nave
been made in regard to what is taking place in Negro Indus
-
trial life in the Worth. in general, the opinion of employ-
ers is that Negro workers are making good and that in the
course of time opportunities for tnsm in the skilled workf
will be equal to those of wnite workers, despite the fact
that the largest number of Negroes is in the steel and iron
trades and in those occupations requiring extended work and
strenuous labor, there are also many other' occupations in
which they are employed. Evidence of this is shown by the
report of the United States Department of Leber issued Jul
y
1983, The report showed a wide range of employment Including
such typical pursuits as are necessary to produce, iron end
steel, food stuffs, leather, machinery, tobacco, automobiles,
paper bags, copper goods, boilers, billiard tables, bress
articles, chains
,
bricks, oil, eav/3, wire., railroad equipment*
rubber, glass, textiles, china, cement, ar.d other articles
of necessity and comfort, together with various occupations
in construction, railroad work and transportation.
* H. Peldme.n- Racial Factors in American Industry, pp. 291-
2 92
.
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2. Attitude of Felloe HnployoHS
Careful studies have revealed that in many ©asas
the employer may not have Ihe slightest objection to Negro
employees, hut her objection grows out of the dissatisfac-
tion and discontent of the unwillingness of his white em-
ployees to work with Negroes. Sons employers for this
reason feel that the prestige of their plants may be weak-
ened, and moreover such conditions may lead to a lowering
of standards. There is also the constant fear of riots,
strikes and the dropping out of the shite workers. Under
such conditions the employers have almost universally agreed
upon the exclusion of Negro help. In a recent report in a
Southern ooncern the following facts regarding the attitudes
of employer and employees toward Ilegro workers were as
stated below:
-
"The feeling of the white workers against any fur-
ther employment of Negroes in the mills is intense. Two or
three times in the history of ©otton-mill labor struggles
the white workers have become inflamed with rumors concern-
ing the use of Negro strike-breakers. Attacks upon the Ne-
gro population have followed. In the Maoon strike of 1919
two Negro women workers were killed and several others
wounded. No mill owners or superintendents would dare to
employ Negroes for the regular work now done by whites unlesc7
they attempted to operate a mil? exclusively by Negro labor.

CO
The rule against ffagroee end v! lies working in the same room
has the sanctity of a law* In 102?. a all! superintendent of
South Carolina was fined |X10 'for Jerking employees over
sixty hour? a eek pre* for allowing members of both races to
work in the rare roer:.' "
Ir commenting on the total cone! 5. t lor the following
from Fel dr.an is also important : -
"The gGQgviipb ic ai'ca r/hieh if? probsbly second to
the South in the seriousness cf Its racial friction is in
the border states between the North and the South, in which
community sentiment against the Korro is frequently nnre
aerioue just because of this intermediate position. Ir
Maryland j it is stated, racial differences tend to be exsg-
gerated and racial issues kept constantly in prominence
.
Relations between Negroes and whites are reported, by several
observers to be more unsettled hero than in either the North
or the South. . In Richmond.
,
Virginia, and in Newport News.,
!!e£rces are ofter preferred to whites. But ir Baltimore,
according to various invest i£a t,ors reporting on th' ears
point, occupations ^".nerally open to Regroe.6 are those In
which absolute reparation of vuito and. Ne^ro worhers is pos-
sible." 2
Further observations show that, almost everywhen
1 Paul Blanchard, Labor in Southern Cotton Mills, 68-69,
reprinted in Racial Factors in American Industry, pp. 26.
2 Racial Factors in American Industry, by H. Feldman, pp.26-
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and in all occupations where skilled workers are required
white workers are more strongly opposed to Negro workers.
Conditions are often made so unpleasant for Negroes in the
employ of some companies that the companies frequently find
it advisable to discontinue the service of colored employ-
ees. In this connection one example will suffice. In a
certain city during the course of construction of a school
for colored ohildren it was found that a Negro was working
on the job. Because the white employees so bitterly opposed
the employment of the Negro and threatened to strike if his
service was continued, the company fired the Negro in order
that the white workers might finish the Negro school with-
out further confusion.
The same traditional attitude is often acquired
by foreign workers toward Negroes, though prejudice among
them in general is not so great as among native whites.
Such attitudes among industrial workers have often been the
outcome of environment and circumstances. Numerous indica-
tions of this are to be found among plants in neighboring
localities. Negro workers frequently meet opposition from
white workers in one locality when they are employed in some
particular process, while at the same time they have been
formerly employed in similar capacities by neighboring
plants. This difference may also be found in plants of a
single locality.
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3. Attitude of Customers and Others
One of the most serious phases of the race ques-
tion today is the failure of certain industrial and public
«oncerns to state definite issues in regard to their poli-
cies. Such failures in many oases have caused countless em-
barrassments and heartaches, particularly in the case of the
Negro. Under this form of prejudice against Negroes, first
and foremost, is the attitude of the employer, manager or
agent; second, employee's attitude, which was discussed
elsewhere and in another connection; and, third, the atti-
tude of customers and the general public.
It is quite obvious when employers of department
stores, managers of hotels and agents of transportation com-
panies fail to make known the kind of service they foster
and to whom such services are available, one is likely to be
an intruder. Such has often been the case when Negroes, un-
aware of the policies of the concern, have applied for em-
ployment at department stores or seeking accommodation in
hotels and with transportation companies. TThen the question
is asked as to why Negroes are not employed in department
stores, the usual reason given is because of the objections
of white employees and patrons. TChen seeking accommodation
in hotels, often the manager has no objection, but fearing
the objections of his guests and the sentiment of the public
one can almost invariably listen for the reply, "Our rooms
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are all taken". Or, if desiring to travel by bus a Negro
decides to purchase his ticket tv?o days beforehand to avoid
the rush, he meets almost without exception the problem,
"junt a few seats left", usually those in the extreme rear
and over the wheels.
This, as has been shown in many instances, is one
of the most glaring and elusive phases of race relations.
Too often the policies of concerns are neither known to the
workers nor to the oommunity at large, because the official
attitude of the company in reference to different races was
never definitely outlined, even to its own official staff
members. Peldman shows in this connection that such is more
likely to be true in a big organization covering a large
area or with plants in various localities of the country,
but it is frequently true in smaller concerns. Even when
racial prejudices are applied, it is not likely that they
would be published. They are held tacitly in order to avoid
offenses to customers and associates.
Sensing the disruptive forces in such hidden poli-
cies and the many dangers which are always encountered, he
suggests further that it would be an important step forward
in this matter, therefore, if industrial concerns free from
official prejudice would issue definite information on this
issue, whether through formal published statements or
through the expressed policies of their authorities. Com-
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panies in which it is intended that prejudice should play no
part should be able to stale publicly that their policy is
to treat men with regard to their worth, rather than with
regard to the incidental factors of race and nationality.
There is nothing impractical or exceptional in ex-
pecting industry to take a stand publicly on such matters.
It is becoming increasingly fashionable for the more pro-
gressive concerns to issue booklets explaining their poli-
cies and practices and to publish information to the employ-
ees and the public concerning the distinctive feature of em-
ployment In some cases an assertion is made that no
discrimination is made with regard to nationality. Whether
in practice the stated principles of a concern are observed
to the full or not, the iteration of such statements is bound
to call attention to the desire of the concern to grant un-
ibiased treatment to those at its gates.
As examples of such public issues the Armour and
Company and the Swift and Company
,
Chicago packers, stand
out. The following policy of the Swift Company seems very
important:- "No favor or prejudice may be shown either by
the company or by the employees toward any employee in the
matter of voting or in any other matter by reason of the em-
ployee's race, religious creed, political belief, membership
1 The above treatment sets forth Peldnan's Yiew. See Ra-
cial Factors in American Industry, pp. 247-248.
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or non-membership in any labor union or other organization."
4. Attitude toward Negro Customers
So widely in the past have been the prejudices
and discriminations of certain business concerns toward Ne-
groes that much is now being done to offset these condi-
tions. The attitude of white salesmen and saleswomen toward
Negro customers is a question which has long been discussed
among Negroes. Often Negroes have asked themselves the
question: Is it fair "to come first and be the last
served"? Or is the dollar of the black customer inferior
to the dollar of other customers? Because of the many in-
conveniences and confusions which Negroes have had to suf-
fer in this way, and because opportunities under the present
restrictive employment system are so limited to members of
the race, there is almost a unanimous agreement among Ne-
groes that the only possible escape from such conditions is
the development of Negro business. To do this, however,
there are handicaps and obstacles which must be overcome.
As a matter of fact, the economic infancy of the
Negro is far too weak to support big business run exclusive-
ly for Negroes and "competition too severe for inexperienced
entrepreneurs and shoe string investments to succeed".
Knowing that the economic structure of the race is too weak
to support business on so large a scale
,
Negroes are con-
stantly appealing to those of stronger economic power for a
chance to engage in various kinds of businesses whereby
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they may be helpful to each other and at the same time les-
sen racial friction. This plea fortunately has been heard.
Thus, T. Arnold Hill writes:- "Some beginnings have been
made in this direction in recent years, but they are
lamentably few. Selling is offering opportunities in varied
types of business. The present depression has forced com-
panies to explore new markets and invent new products. In
their extremity some executives have turned to Negro mar-
kets, so that today soap, patent medicine and ready-to-wear
companies have forces of Negro salesmen operating from door
to door among their own people. More chain and privately
owned stores are employing both women and men in Negro com-
munities and colored managers and supervisors are sonetimes
_ xin charge of the selling corps.
Still more specific and as further indications of
trends in this direction there has recently been organized
under the able leadership of Alban Holsey, Secretary of the
National Negro Business League, a chain of one hundred and
fifty Negro grocery stores, ranging along the coast and
throughout the larger cities from New York to California.
"'ithin the past decade there have been varied new
openings in commercial business for Negro youth in the North.
The Neisner Brothers operating a «hain of five and ten cent
1 See Opportunity- Interracial Business- March 1931, pp.86.
—
—
:
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stores organized a branch in Chicago with all Negro employ-
ees. The experiment succeeded and was duplicated in the
city of Detroit
.
^ahlgren Drug Company, in the City of Chicago,
followed suit by organizing a branch in its chain of drug
stores and placing in it all Negro employees. Similar ac-
tion was taken by the r,Testern Union Telegraph Company both
in Chicago and New York.
Still another field whioh has been opened to Ne-
groes is that of certain insurance eompanies. During this
same decade there was a merger of the Liberty Life, Supreme
Life and Northeastern Life Insurance Companies. Also bank-
ing as a business has been developed to a large extent among
Negroes. These are but few indications in the direction of
recent trends in Negro progress and business in the last de-
cade. With the above accomplishments the following sugges-
tions seem to carry sufficient significance to warrant both
the earnest attention of black and white;
-
"The next expansion should be toward management
not only to offer inspiring employment to ambitious Negro
youth, but also to provide training for them, without whith
Negro business will never be able to get beyond the initial
stage. Interracial business--owned by white and colored
capital, managed by white and colored officers and sustained
by white and •olored patrons --would provide positions for
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white and colored workers, the latter being excluded from
businesses owned exclusively by whites. The Dunbar National
Bank of New York is the sort of institution which night be
operated elsewhere--not only bfmks, but shoe companies, both
to manufacture and to sell; department scores, laundries,
furniture companies. There is money within the Negro group
that could be put with capital of responsible whites to
build business in which Negroes can be employed.
From among the group of philanthropists known to
be interested in the progress of colored people there should
be some willing not only to educate them but also to make
possible the utilization of their education. And this would
not be philanthropy, but sound business. It would reduce
philanthropy to Negroes in proportion to the increased earn-
ings of the race. There are a number of splendidly trained
young men from the best business schools in the North who
want an opportunity to put their training to good use. They
are inexperienced; they need a chance. They are diamonds in
the rough, and must be shaped and polished. They are trying
hard but they cannot make it working within a group whose
economic status is kept too low to support them.
Incidentally giving jobs to Negroes has paid fi-
nancial dividends on invested capital. Employers who hire
them in positions that provide direct contact with customers
will verify this statement. Negroes buy clothes, food, ra-
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dios, electric refrigerators, carpets, furniture, linens,
glassware, and everything else that others buy. They might
just as well purchase them from themselves as from others.
In fact they would prefer it.
We page our interracial groups and friends of edu-
cation and social welfare. We bid them turn their attention
to the most needed service they can render Negroes, that of
enhancing their occupational future, a service that will
yield satisfactory pecuniary returns on their investments of
2
t ime and money
.
w
IV Proposed Solutions of Race Prejudice
I, Amalgamation
The advocates of intermarriage hold that by the
process of mixing white and colored blood in a course of
time one race, usually the weaker, will become extinct, and
the newly created race will ultimately be the solution of
the race problem. Whatever may be the merits of this proph-
ecy, if there be any, all will agree that they lie far in
the future and perhaps will never happen. There are also
those who believe that there can be no complete miscegena-
tion. At any rate in this treatment no attempt will be made
2 Opportunity, March 1931, pp. 86 & 91.
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to evalute these postulations . It seems here more impor-
tant to point out some of the dangers which have come from
this process and out of which many problems have arisen.
It is interesting at this point to note the posi-
tion which some states take. In 27 of the 48 states a dif-
ference in color is a legal barrier to marriage, either by
statute or judicial decision. Some states go further, and
decree that men and women of different races legally married
in another state may not live together in a state that pro-
hibits intermarriage. Illustrative of this attitude is the
Georgia statute, which reads, 'All marriages solemnized in
another state by parties intending to reside in this state
shall have the same legal consequences and effects as if
solemnized in this state. Parties residing in this state
cannot evade any of the provisions of its laws by going into
another state for the solemnization of the ceremony'.
Delaware, Mississippi and other states have similar statutes.
The zeal with which these laws are applied is
demonstrated by the following. Paul Peters, a Negro of
rather fair complexion, and a resident of Washington, D. C,
married a white woman at her home in Maryland and returned
with her to Washington to live. He was arrested in Wash-
ington by a sheriff from Maryland, taken back to that state
and tried under its anti-intermarriage law. He escaped im-
prisonment and possible lynching- the feeling against him
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ran high in the community - when several white boyhood
friends testified that they had played with him as children,
had accepted him as white, anc1 that he was generally so con-
sidered in the neighborhood in which he lived. As the state
could not prove that he was a Negro, the jury acquitted him.
A typical anti-intermarriage law is that of Oregon
It reads: 'hereafter it shall not be lawful within this
state for any white person, male or female, to intermarry
with any Negro, Chinese, or any person having ore-fourth or
more Kegro , Chinese or Kanaka blood, or any persons having
more than one -half Indian blood; and all such marriagos or
attempted marriages shall be absolutely null and void'. The
Statute, enacted in 13G6
,
provides a penalty of three months
to a year in jail. 1
It must be kept in mind that such laws as the
above against intermarriage do not prevent what they are
supposed to prevent. It is believed by many that though
miscegenation is somewhat on the decline in the South, it
still continues. More amazing still is the following
1 For above discussion see pamphlet, Black justice- The
Right to Marry According to Choice, American Civil
Liberties Union, N.Y.C. See also Intermixture of Ne-
groes and Caucasians in the book, In Freedom's Birth-
place, by John Daniels, pp. 179, 182-83. Compare Ray-
mond Patterson's The Negro and His Needs, Ch. Ill- The
Mulatto
.
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clipping:
-
Will the Negro Disappear?
by Edward Orleans
"According to the last U. S. Census seven out
of every ten American Negroes have Caucasian blood in their
veins. These statistics afford basis for very interesting
speculat ion.
The mulatto, the offspring of a Caucasian and a
Negro, began with the institution of slavery, the papa usu-
ally being the respected Southern plantation owner, sah,
living in the big white mansion, and the mama a black Negress
living in the lowly cabin, with a mud floor, on the out-
skirts of the plantation.
The quadroon is a composite, made by mixing to-
gether Caucasian and mulatto blood. In Negro social life
the quadroon is considered better than a mulatto. Socially
superior to the quadroon is the octoroon, the offspring of
a Caucasian and a quadroon. Generally speaking, it requires
a span of about eighty years, or even more, to produce the
octoroon, who now represents the last link in the develop-
ment, or evolution, of the Negro into the Caucasian.
The offspring of tae Caucasian and the octoroon
will, perhaps, result in an apparently Nordic type. What
this new race will develop into, commercially, socially and
morally, will present an interesting study for those who
delve into such matters
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If the negro race should ever be completely fluxed
in the melting pot of America, something very fine and
friendly will have been lost to us. Let us hope that this
2lonesome day may be long delayed.
(a) Intermarriage
.
The faot that the oeneus of 1920 showed that 16.9
percent of the Negroes are Mulattoes is almost conclusive
proof that intermarriage in the past, whether legal or ille-
gal, has certainly been going on. It has been further sug-
gested that "where these Mulattoes were illegitimate chil-
dren, there was a white parent, in most cases, probably, the
man. The iniative, one may suspect, was more often taken
a 1by the latter than by the socially inferior Negro woman.
While there are those who hold that there are eco-
nomic advantages in the improvement and cultivation of the
skin, it appears that in general intermarriage of racial
groups should be discouraged. The great diversity of racial
beliefs, characteristics, religion and other basic principles
of life seem to warrant this restriction and position. Mar-
riage is a serious undertaking in which every factor should
be seriously considered; and, if ever entered into, such
factors should be as favorable as possible. It is held by
some that, if intermarriage is ever advocated, it should
2 From Daily Mirror, Deo. 29, 1931.
X_ See H. Feldman- Racial Factors in American Industry, pp.
70-71.
'
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rest upon a complete understanding of at least one of the
parties of the ethical and social standards of the other.
In the entire process there is much on both sides to suffer.
(b) Consideration of Children
Assuming that both parties are happy and perfectly
contented and that no oppositions come from relations and
friends, still there is another consideration which must not
be disregarded, namely, the matter of children in such homes
Children of such parentage despite economic advantages, on
the one hand, must encounter inescapable social harriers
and handicaps whioh must follow them on through life. *
In the attempt to eliminate the many evils of
intermarriage, the Interracial Committee of the State of
Texas makes this statement:- "Recognizing the great in-
crease of Mulattoes, we make a special appeal for the pro-
tection of the chastity of Negro women, and deolare for a
single standard of morality among this race as well as
among the white."
Finally it is very generally established among
the better classes o f both white and colored that the final
solution of the question of intermarriage lies far more in
* See the Autobiography of an Ex-coloured Man, partic-
ularly Chapters I and II. Note the transformation of
a whole life from one world to another by the relating
of a single instance.
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education than in laws against it. As both races become
more educated in every way and particularly to the dangers
involved, therein the less amalgamation. Everywhere at
the present, the tendency among the educated Negroes is to
create a society of their own and apart from that of the
white. They are quite aware of the fact that intermar-
riage brings with it declassification, ostracism and se-
verest social pressure from both races. In its final anal-
ysis intermarriage, it has been said, is the outcome of
ignorant and vicious people, both black and white, and not
of the self-respecting educated classes.
2. Equality
First and foremost it should be made clear that
that equality which has been proposed as a solution of the
race problem does not include many of the twisted and absurd
claims to literal equality which has been so widely misunder-
stood. Lincoln cane time after tine tc the phrase referring
to equality in the Declaration of Independence-- "All men
are created equal with certain inalienable rights among them
are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness". Because
Lincoln was so harassed on every hand for his daft&fti of
equality, it became his indispensable duty to make public
explanation. He did not mean that all men were equal In
color, stature, moral and intellectual abilities, but hi3

mmeaning carried i greater profundity than these d ifferences
.
In the following lines the.-e OAS lw no mistake to that
•quality for vhich Lincoln argued and for which people have
since contended as a possible solution of the race problem.
"There t#*| said Lincoln, "no reason in the world
why the B*fVC is not entitled to til the natural rights enu-
merated in the Declaration of Independence; the right to
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. I hold that he
is as :nuch entitled to these as the white man. I agree with
Judge Douglas that he is not ray equal ir many respects—
certainly not in color, perhaps not in moral or intellectual
endowment . But in the right to eat the bread, without the
leave of anybody ?,lee, which his own hand earns, he is my
equal, and the equal of Judge Douglas, and the equal of every
living man."
At another tine when Linooln was insisting upor the
great principle of equality, he was suddenly faced with these
questions: "Yfill you marry a Negro"" "Hill you invite them
to dinner?" Knowing that almost always scripture can be
cited for one's purpose, Lincoln replied, "Anything that ar-
gues me into his (Douglas's) idea of perfect social and po-
litical equality wit": the Ilegro is but a specious and fan-
tastic arrangement of •'•ords by which a man can prove a horse-
chestnut to be a chestnut horse."
Thege words of Lincoln can be applied very readily

a 5
to today. So warped has been Lincoln's •quality that it is
now generally looked uocn in terns of miscegenation and
other privilegea which have long been considered too good
for Negroes. This is particularly the situation as it now
exists in Negro ind uetr ial life. Many of those who oppose
on racial grounds 2 i v i ag of the Negro fuller industrial
opportunities believe that by giving such privileges it will
enhance Xegre prestige, increase his wealth and authority,
and ultimately bring; about a closer relationship between the
superior Negro * ner. or women, and while persons of the op-
posite BOX) inevitably, therefore, intermarriage win be cone
more frequent, leading to a reduction of whites to the more
commonplace level of the Negro or the Mulatto.
"It is fair to assume that intermarriage would be-
come loss rare if Negroes of the country were freely admitted
to a higher industrial status. 3ut it, la true that the
prospects are overdrawn by those who fear miscegenation, and
there Ls a tendency to overlook the extreme social antago-
nism against intermarriage in this country , which imposes a
detorring penalty upon the white person who tak^s this stop,
and, as well, to some extent, upon tht» black."
Such reasons have lad to oppression., nany in jus-
tices, thvrarting of personality, damaging of moral stand a rde
,
hence the delay of equality
1 H. Feldman- Racial Factors^n American Industry, pp. 73-74.
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3. Racial Segregation
The Negro unquestionably has oeen the greatest suf-
ferer from discrimination. As a general rule, the Negro
comes into the world handicapped by a certain restricted
physical environment, despite resentment to such conditions.
Long before he is born a sharply designated spot or section
is mapped out for him with the specified kind of home in
which he shall be born, and to a large extent, conditions
under which he must live.
It is very generally believed today that practi-
cally all newcomers in industry, Negroes or aliens, find
their abode in congested and crowded areas- usually undesir-
able sections. This problem for Negroes, however, is more
serious than it is for any other minority group. The unmis-
tateble color of his skin is the paramount reason. For this
same reason in cases vhere large companies have provided
homes for employees, Negroes have been excluded. "Frequent-
ly", Feldmtn says, "white workers are provided with 'model'
housing facilities and the Negroes are given the less desir-
1
able quarters or left to find homes as best they can.
That anything is good enough for Negroes is a long
traditional basis for segregation.
From the home and home conditions and traditions,
1 H. Feldman- Racial Factors in Araerioan Industry, pp . 45.
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the next most crushing blow of racial segregation is to be
found in the school. "It is impossible to give definite
facts as to the extent of racial segregation in schools,
sinc9 it exists in all degrees from direct forms down to the
most subtle. Enough to say that it is generally practiced
in the case of Negroes in the South and frequently with
Orientals and Mexicans in the ^est . In eighteen states,
black children and white are separated in the public schools
by law. In four of these states the law even interdicts the
teaching of the races together in private schools. Florida
debars a white person from acting as instructor in a Negro
school. A few of the states, however, requiring separation
make an exception if the number eligible for school is
small. The effects of this segregation are reinforced by
differences in the quality of school buildings, teaching,
and opportunities for advancement. The division is carried
on in the practice of many neighborhoods, churches, gymna-
siums and playgrounds."
To say nothing of the countless oth«r ways in
which Negroes have been discriminated and segregated, the
general attitude on the part of some leaders in these most
potent and fundamental institutions of life is coming to be
looked upon as an inadequate solution of the Negro problem.
In gome respects temporary segregations are perhaps muoh in
2 Ibid, pp. 197-198.
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order, but at the same time and in other ways there are many
objections when discrimination is applied specifically on
the grounds of race. Moreover, the principal objections to
segregation, as given by the American Civil Liberties Union
of New York, are: first, in theory it is the antithesis of
democracy; second, in practice it means the limitation, if
not the complete abrogation, of educational facilities for
the Negro. In the distribution of school funds, to which
the Negro contributes his equal share, he gets what is left
after adequate provision has been made for whites.
4. Racial Deportation
Along with other proposals for solving the prob-
lem, many have advocated sending the Negro back to Africa.
Among the great number who advocated deportation to foreign
soil were two eminent ministers, Hopkins and Stiles of New-
port, Rhode Island. So interested were they in this propos-
al that they attempted in 1773 to raise, funds v-ith which to
establish a colony of free Negroes on African soil.
A plan of colonization was suggested by Thomas
Jefferson in 1877, which he urged until his death. In 1B87 a
colony was established along the African coast by the Brit-
ish government for destitute Africans from all parts of the
world
.
as a result of these and other movements, whioh

S9
need not be mentioned, a Boston Negro deported the first
load of Negroes to Africa, totaling nine families, (08 per-
sons) . The further blessings of Henry Clay and other great
statesmen we:'e invoked upon this movement. It also voiced
the sentiment of Daniel Webster, who said that he would be
willing for tho government to give any amount of money for
the deportation of all Negroes back to their native land.
After spending large sums of money appropriated
by the government and raised by interested parties, the pro-
posal of deportation was apparently doomed. As a further
contributory cause to the short life of the deportation idea,
free Negroes were left to be governed by their own desire in
the matter. In a short time it was found that the number of
Negroes emigrating was only a small fraction of the number
of the increase. It appeared; therefore, to advocators
that the proposal in this brief period had run its course.
Hence the Negro problem was sti]] unsolved.
5. Colonization as a Solution
Under the American Colonization Society estab-
lished in 1826, and also highly sanctioned by leading states-
men, other drastic attempts were made to colonize Lhe Negro.
Through the efforts of this society and the government a
large number of Negroes were sent to a colony in Africa. In
1833 another proposal was made to colonize the Negro in
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Haiti. During the same year a Negro convention adopted a
resolution in favor of colonization in Texas.
Several years before this the idea of colonization
appears to have been very widely discussed. 'Jefferson in
his foresight of the problem of the Negro wrote a letter to
Governor Edward Coles of Illinois in 1314
,
describing and
outlining the possibilities of the colonization of the ilegro
s
in the rest Indies'. It was also favored by Lincoln.
A lawyer of South Carolina, Win, D. Simpson, in
sanctioning the idea of colonization said that he would be
willing to give up South Carolina as a Negro state where
all of the blacks might be concentrated, providing the gov-
ernment would pay him for his house.
For some time exponents of the colonization idea
were almost certain that they had stumbled upon the solution
of the Negro problem until the rise of abolitionism dealt it
a crushing blow from which it never totally emerged. The
people, therefore, were, and still are, left searching for
some adequate means of solution.
Some more recent individual suggestions have come
from such men as Stone of Greenville who believe that time
and the natural processes are great factors in the solution.
1 For full details of points 4 & 5, Deportation and Colo-
nization, see C. G. Woodson, A Century of Negro Migra-
tion, Ch. IV. Also C. Lesley, Negro Labor in the
United States, pp. 104-10C, 133.
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Nothing can be done, he thinks, to render race friction less
acute, except to wait. "No ill-tempered agitation", said
he, "either by whites or by Negroes, will do the slightest
good B .
Clark Howell, the Atlanta editor, believes that
work is the solution of the vexed question. Discussing the
question with another in his office one day, ho said: "Just
look out of that window there", pointing to a large sky-
scraper which was being erected by both white and colored
workers, skilled and unskilled, seemingly in perfect harmony.
Dr. Du Beta, editor of the "Crisis", is inclined
somewhat toward an industrial solution, which he thinks
might be accomplished by the concentration upon higher edu-
cation among a few Southern colleges.
llr . Hart, prominent lawyer and philanthropist of
Washington, advocates both the need of education and suf-
frage. In reply to the questions, what is the matter with
the South and what ought to be done about it, he said:-
"The greatest blight upon the Southern States is still the
one influence of slavery, from which neither blacks nor
whites have been eble to escape. Yet the Interest of ooth I
black and white in the South are identical. ''hat helps one
helps the other, and a hindrance to one is a hindrance to
the other. They are actually neighbors now ; end they ought

1*'
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to be friends.
Despite the various proposals thus far discussed,
the following conclusion though much discouraging to many
in both groups seems to give the general outlook of the
whole problem. "There is little reason to suppose that the
Negro problem will solve itself in a few generations . There
is, for example, no basis for the belief that nature will
ears the situation by ultimate elimination of the black
race. The belief is based merely upon a relative- decline in
proportion to the total American population, not upon abso-
3lute decrease
.
Finally it is coming to be th9 general conclusion
that whatever proposal shall ultimately solve the Negro
problem, the way of the "Myster**, about which more will be
said later, is one of the most important agencies.
V Some Practical Suggestions
1. Education
As it now appears, there seers to be no cut and
dried solution of the Negro problem. A problem with its
r^ots planted more then two hundred and fifty years deep in
American life and thousands of years deeper in Africa,
2 R. Patterson- The Negro and His Needs, pp. 168-169.
3 H. Peldman- Racial Factors in American Industry, pp. 14.
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changing and distorting the thinking and conduct of many
generations, could scarcely bo solved in a few years.
This doe 3 not imply, however, that the problem
should be givon up as one that can not he solved, but tho
process of experimentation must he continued until the solu-
tion le found. In whatever experiment is tried, the factor
of education can not be over-emphasized . And by "education"
is not only meant knowledge from books, but. education of
the attitudes and some of tho popular misconceptions of the
It has been recently found from a study that is
being conducted at Ohio State University every soring that
the attitudes of both races change greatly with education. 1
The creation of desirable attitudes on the part of the two
races must depend largely upon education. It is only in
this way that permanent goodwill and lasting perce ftftd
friendship may be established.
(a) Reconstruction of the Christian Principles I
Every one will agree that the most adequate way to
adjust any situation, human or otherv.ise, is to find and
follow the truth. The IJegro problem is a human problem, and
the way of Jesus in dealing with it seems to be the fundamen-
tal way. As to ho> the true Christian should attack it is a
1 See Sociology and Social Rf>Rn»rRh , Boy Dec. 1932,
the article- Education and Negro Attitudes, by D.D.Droba.
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question that suggests its own answer-- the way of the Mas-
ter. Let there be established between the raoes a stronger
relation of friendship and goodwill, based upon the father-
he . ' of God end the brotherhood of man, for God made all
racee and one race tfi but ft part of the great human family
of mankind. This thought has lived through many centuries
and it should be the profound wish of ell Bine ftF« followers
of tae Master to see it live on in the hearts of men. It is
as old as Lhe book of Job, for therein the writer said: If
I did despise the cause of my nan-servant or Ctf ny maid -serv-
ant , when they contended with me j What then shall I do when
God riset.h up? and when he visiteth, what shall I answer
him? Did not he that made me in the wonb make him? and d id
not one fashion us in the W&aftl
(b) Proper Use of the Advantages
^hich Are Given to the Negro
One of the common charges made against the Negro
is that he has failed in the past to utilize to the fullest
every opportunity which he has been given. This accusation
in large measure, one must admit, is true. Nevertheless,
when the general condition of the Negro is carefully analyzed
the reason is obvious. Handicapped in every way as he has
# See Job 31: 13-15. Compare- Will we Stand The Test in
the book Negro Life in the South, by W, D. leatherford,
pp. 75-76.
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been, it may be said with some essurity that, this failure
in the past was due largely to insufficient education to
foresee the value of every opportunity. No opportunity can
be frll$ appreciated until some special value in given to it.
(c) Negroes Must ^ork Out Problem
Though this problem is one between the two races,
there is much that car. be dcr.e within the Negro croup toward
its solution. Timely advice and suggestions from "egro
leaders will 50 far in the direction of creating proper at-
titudes and establishing goodwill. A profound and everlast-
ing'message Ls expressed in the words of Liftcoin:- "Wiih
*
malice toward none and charity toward all, let us strive on."
(d) Equal Advantages for Education
It may apoear that the plea for HBgro education
throughout this treatment has been o^ar-emphasi^ed . The
following from the World Almanac 1933 will give perhaps a
general idea of the existing condition in South Carolina.
In 1030 illiteracy in the state was as high as 14.9$' Among
the native whites it was 5. \%-> among the Negroes It was
26.9%. This is partial evidence for the need of some ad-
justment .
(e) Interracial Cooperation in Matters
of Fundamental Importance
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In this surest ion there might be factors mutually
helpful to both races. It has been said that the great ad-
vantage which people continually refuse to recognize is th#
chance to learn by contact, comparison and contrast; the
chance to develop a spirit of tolerance for the weaknesses,
the misfortunes, the varying points of view of fellow human
beings; and to realize that that which is different and un-
usual may be more than simply annoying. It may oe a chance
of acquiring new and important ideas.
Permanent peace will never be thoroughly estab-
lished until there is a closer relationship between the two
races in all of the fundamental institutions of life. This
can only be done through more of the Crusade of Brotherhood,
more goodwill and liberal-mindeaness of the races.
(f ) Interracial Meetings for Proper
Discussions of the Problem
It oughl to be the obligation of esch race to
learn more about the other. So many ponu"iar misconceptions
have come into beiiig with the problem of the Negro that the
truth of Lho problpm lies In the special investigation of
eacl. Individual for himself. There are many among the white
race who still believe that there are no intelligent Negroes.
It w&s the experience of a Negro social worker a little while
ago to join in an interracial meeting. T^hen the meeting was
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adjourned, a white student proceeded up tn tho Ne^ro social
worker extending hie. hand and saying at the srme time, "I
want to shake your hand, I did not hnor? that there were any
intelligent Negroes."
The best and perhaps the only way out for such be-
{
1 levers is to become ^oro acquainted with Negro life. Visit
their hor.es Juct to see hov/ thej live, visit their schools
to find how they think, visit their churches to know how
they worship. In thepe three cost noter.t institutions, at
leact, a fair and intelligent estimate of Negro life nay be
ga i ned
.
(g) Abolish Lynching
A terse statement will be sufficient to show whe
toll of this dreadful monster in the last four or five do-
cades. The latest statistics from the World ALnanac show
that during the years from 133o to 1931 chore were 4,321
persons lynched in tne United States. Of this nunhsr 3,260
were Negroes. Some of them were charged with crimes, Ida*
with misdemeanors only; while others sere charged with word
or acts which are nowhere at anj tine punishable pj law.
All were slain without trial to which they W6re entitled.
More serious still in a civilised country Is the
disregard that mob murdererr have had for wor^nhood . During
the years 1889-1921 eighty-three women, seventeen cf them
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white women, were lyncher-!-- sore about to become mothers,
others had nursing infants. These women were put to death
by various means of savage torture, such as burning and die-
embowling. In the face of such, is it not time for lynching
to be wiped out? It does not serve as a deterrent from fur-
ther crimes. It only stirs hatred, and the lynched is looked
upon at: a martyr, one whose life has been placea upon the
altar for the revenue of the oporessor. Speedy legal enact-
ment should be passed everywhere to cast this monster into
the sea of forgetfulness for all times.
(h) Justice Before the Courts
The story of injustice toward the Hegro by the
courts of the Univec States is too familiar to dwell -ioor at
length. It is only necessary to repeat that Metroes have
not been given the chance to face their- accusers with wit-
nesses and have the evidence considered by a lawful jud^e or
jury. The an^r./ lynch-noh has beats jud^e, jury and execu-
tioner .
In seeV;ing justice for the Ifeg&o the work of the
National Association for oho Advancement of Colore-1 People
should be specially comroridod . the Association has carried
the cause of the American Negro before the main courts of
the United States: the lav; courts from the lowest to the
highest, and the oourts of public opinion.
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On tne first end only organized, persistent fight
against the Shame of America, the Crirae of Lynching, the
Association has spent
,
860. 2b
On legal cases alone, which include six decisive
victories before the Paltad States Suoreme Court, the Asso-
ciation has spent in the years from 1910 to March 31, 19*51,
the sua of £96,618.49, this total expenditure on all its "le-
gal work being far less t.ian is often spent on a single im-
portant legal congest. This legal work of the Association
is directed to the affirmation of fundamental civil rights,
affecting not alone Negroes but every citizen of the country.
The Negro represents the shook troops in this long struggle
for democracy.
Hoteworthy also is the work which the Texas State
Interracial Committee is doing. "The Committee fbllf for-
mulating resolutions agamsl present day ills resolved that
the ISegro should he given a hearing in his OTO behalf. It
also desires for the Negro as for all men a personal racial
justice in private Ufa and in the courts of the land.
I-iay the time be hastened when Negroes shall have
full right to participate in elf-government , the right to
safety of person and property, the right to due proewsa of
lav* and ail other questions pertaining to social and eco-
nomic well-being.
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(i) A Chance in All Occupations
No race can reach its desirable .status, that is
forever being browbeaten and discouraged in the avenues
that bridge the gull1 to success. The New Negro is not seek-
ing alms, but rather "opportunity"; not charity, but a
"chance"; the opportunity to launch out into those avenues
which will guarantee greater economic security; a chance
to rise from proletarian wage slavery to ft plane of decent
and respectable living. It is only through full participa-
tion in these avenuee that the Negro can ever expect to ho-
come economically secured; and without which he will never
be satisfied or at peace.
SUMMARY
The brief task of Chapter I has been to give a
clear-cut statement of the problem in question. It took,
in addition, a further division of labor of the remaining
four chapters, designating in general outline the contents
of each. As to the existence of the problem, it has always
been present in American life. As to its scope, it was
thought wise to limit the problem to the boundaries of the
Uniteci States, and the discussion of each phase, so far as
possible, to objective treatment.
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Chapter II pointed out sore of the genera! causes
of the problem and made some efi'ort to justify them. Among
the causes of race prejudice such were cited, as resentment
of different, master rlave psychology, economic causes, and
superiority. As to extent, it was shown to some degree how
race prejudice works in economic and social competition; its
effects upon contain phases of human life and some objec-
tions to Negroes as foundations for discrimination. Such
were pointed out as religious, social and fetid ohjeotions.
In Chapter III, the main problem, the fundamental
avenues in which the Negro problem operates were listed and
discussed. Suoh included education, politics, jim crow,
housing, industry, and labor unions. The attitudes of em-
ployers, employees and customers were also discussed as con-
tributory factors to the complex problem.
Chapter IV summarized several of the past proposed
solutions, showing to some extent certain shortcomings and
failures of each. Amalgamation, equality, segregation and
colonization were among the proposals discussed.
The final Chapter V discussed several apparent
workable solutions f©r the problem. It was suggested that
in a world of an onward rolling, outward flowing civiliza-
tion overemphasis could not be placed upon education and a
general reconstruction of the Christian principle of the
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of man. Again, it was

=_ loa
slated that Htgrota themeelvos should take StiTantfige of
every opportunity open to them, and that each member of
the oprjofl'te race should learn more about the Ifogrd by
visiting hi? home, school arc" church. Finally, the aboli-
tion of the shM»£ul lynch -nobs and justice before the
courts Should the duty of every government toward its
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